WORKING ON THE POTTER’S WHEEL: TECHNOLOGICAL INSIGHTS INTO MYCENAEAN POTTERY PRODUCTION
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Abstract: The present paper deals with the wheel-based manufacturing technology employed for the production of pottery in central Laconia and the Argolid during the Mycenaean palatial period (roughly 1450–1200 BCE). The main set of data comes from the combined macroscopic and X-Ray analyses on pottery discovered at the palace of Ayios Vasileios in Laconia. Additional material of Argive/NE Peloponnesian provenance was examined as well for comparative reasons. The latter comes from Tiryns and Tall Zirā’a, Jordan. Although growing evidence suggests that wheel-forming techniques can be more variable than one would have traditionally thought, very few studies have examined the use of the potter’s wheel during the Mycenaean period and the underlying craft behaviours. Our study suggests that the knowledge of this tool in the Argolid and central Laconia was not associated with the wheel-throwing technique but the so-called wheel-coiling, and was based on similar levels of expertise. However, we can also observe variations between these two regions, especially in the ways of mastering the rotary device within the forming process. The manufacture of the wheelmade pottery in Mycenaean Greece implies thus a complex technological phenomenon that involved different potting communities participating in the social and economic organization of palatial pottery production.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The technological and economic importance of the potter’s wheel in Mycenaean ceramic production

The present paper deals with the technological and economic importance of the potter’s wheel in Mycenaean ceramic production mainly during the palatial period from LH IIB/IIIA1 to LH IIIB Final (roughly 1450–1200 BCE).

It is common knowledge that Mycenaean pottery was produced on the potter’s wheel.4 This seems to hold good not only for the well-known painted pots, but also for the unpainted fine to medium-coarse classes,5 which are dominant in any regular settlement context in Greece, from the Peloponnese in the south up to Thessaly in the north.6 However, even today, many decades after the fundamental monographs that classified Mycenaean pottery as a whole and set the standards for all the work to come, technological studies focusing on the production methods of Mycenaean pottery can almost be counted on one hand.7 Growing evidence from neighboring regions such as the
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Cyclades and Crete suggests that pottery production using the wheel can have been much more variable than one would have traditionally thought. Apart from cultural practices, this technological variability can be expected to have been closely dependent on the economic and social structures in different Bronze Age societies. This clearly demonstrates the need for a new technological approach towards Mycenaean pottery with a clear diachronic perspective.

The success story of Mycenaean pottery started during LH I, when Peloponnesian (most probably Argive\(^8\)) potters combined Cretan elements of Minoan Neopalatial origin and traditional Middle Helladic traits to create an innovative, wheelmade ceramic class (part of which was decorated with iron-based lustrous-fired paint)\(^9\) that soon found consumers not only on the Greek mainland. Already by LH I painted Mycenaean pottery was exported across the Aegean and Ionian seas to reach neighboring as well as remote regions such as the Cycladic islands in the east,\(^10\) the Chalcidice in the north,\(^11\) the Aeolian Islands and the Gulf of Naples in the northwest.\(^12\) However, even in the very centers of its invention, Mycenaean pottery first remained just one pottery class among others (locally made and imported), as closed funerary contexts from Mycenae, Lerna and Asine or settlement contexts e.g. from Tsoungiza demonstrate.\(^13\)

At this point one should recall that Mycenaean ceramics were of course not the first ceramic products made on the wheel in continental Greece. The earliest wheelmade pots left the workshops already during the Early Bronze Age. Interestingly, however, recent research has demonstrated that the introduction of the potter’s wheel as a means of labor in an advanced stage of EH II neither led to an abrupt end nor to a steadily increasing abandonment of the traditional hand-forming technologies. During the late stages of the Early Bronze Age and throughout all of the Middle Bronze Age only small groups of potters dedicated themselves to the difficult and time-consuming process of learning the art of forming pottery on the wheel, so that only a minor portion of ceramic vessels during each chronological phase was in fact wheelmade.\(^14\) Only in the Late Bronze Age the technologies employing the potter’s wheel became the dominant ones among the potters workshops on the Greek mainland.\(^15\) At the end of this process, we witness a widespread use and production of Mycenaean pottery exceeding by far the geographical borders of the southernmost part of the Balkan peninsula and the islands in the Aegean Sea.

1.2. Questions addressed and study material

The newly found palatial center of Ayios Vasileios in Laconia serves as the main case study of the present paper, because this site offers a long sequence of well-dated pottery deposits, in which the earlier phases of the palatial area are exceptionally well represented\(^16\) – phases that in other palaces cannot be studied in such detail. Given the special role the Argolid seems to have played in the development of Mycenaean pottery production, we also chose to investigate the products of Mycenae and Tiryns – representing the northern and the southern Argolid respectively.\(^17\) Here, we use these Argive data mainly for comparative reasons. A detailed technological study of Argive Mycenaean pottery would of course merit a project in its own respect.

1.2.1. Technological issues

The established facts provoke many questions that inspired our study. A first series of these tackles technological issues. At the outset, it is necessary
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\(^{17}\) The Argive products we present were found at Tiryns and Tall Zirā’a in Jordan. The results of NAA as well as macroscopic fabric classification show that most of the Mycenaean vessels exported to Tall Zirā’a were produced at Mycenae. Several of the vessels found at Tiryns also seem to belong to fabrics produced at Mycenae, while others ought to be local (southern Argive) based on the macroscopic fabric examination.
to determine, since when the Mycenaean potters regularly installed the potter’s wheel as their main means of labor. In view of the variety of techniques, with which the wheel had been used after its first appearance during the Early Bronze Age (see below), one should examine if this technological plurality continued – both in space and in time – throughout Late Bronze Age. We might then ask if it is possible to observe a growing standardization of craft behaviours in Mycenaean pottery production. A final question links the technological issues directly to economic and social ones: are technological changes related in a qualitative and/or quantitative way to the emergence of Mycenaean pottery’s mass production?19

1.2.2. Related economic and historical issues

If there is a link between developments in manufacturing techniques and Mycenaean mass production, when did these progressive changes occur or when did their dynamics accelerate? Were they bound to certain general changes in Mycenaean economy and culture that characterize the history of Mycenaean society? Is there a dialectical relationship between the pottery technology and the development of production, i.e. could the former fully unfold because of the latter making a qualitative leap? We will also ask more specifically, if the generalized use of Mycenaean pottery in many Aegean regions (starting at least in late LH IIB or LH IIIA1)20 was related to technological changes and/or a growing standardization of pottery production. In addition, one has to take into consideration a second realm of inquiry, i.e. the one outside the Aegean itself, asking if the growth of export-related production – with a first enhancement in LH IIIA1 and an exponential boost in LH IIIA2 – depended on technological changes and standardization in certain Aegean regions, which have been identified as exporters by chemical analyses.

These two phenomena of an ever-widening distribution of Mycenaean pottery are linked in special ways to the region of the Argolid. Since LH IIIA2, we are dealing with direct exportation of Argive products mainly to the eastern Mediterranean, products that were even specially designed so as to satisfy the needs of the eastern consumers and to appeal to their aesthetic predilections. Finally, by comparing different regions of Greece in a diachronic perspective, we can try to answer the question, if the degree of production standardization in those palatial regions point to common teaching traditions that were organized according to a unified/single model.

We have studied a wide spectrum of pottery categories from both Ayios Vasilieos and Tiryns, and we supplement this by a group of mainly Argive pots found at Tall Zirā’a in Jordan. In this paper we limit our presentation to pots, which are made with wheel-based techniques and can be identified as products of the region, in which they were found (with the exception of Tall Zirā’a, of course). Thus, we discuss in our paper neither handmade storage vessels found at Ayios Vasilieos nor Cretan, Kytheran and Aeginetan imports present in both Laconia and the Argolid.

By using the method of X-Radiography for the pottery of Ayios Vasilieos and Tall Zirā’a in combination with a detailed macroscopic examination and typological analysis of the material from all three sites, our study presents the first data of their kind for the Late Bronze Age in continental Greece. A chaîne opératoire approach seems to be especially well-adapted for our endeavour. It contextualizes multiple data sets from typological, analytical and experimental studies placing emphasis on the technical aspects of objects.21 In the past few decades, the integration of ethnoarchaeological studies has advanced our understanding of the various processes that are not always reflected in the archaeological material, such as

18 We may confidently use this term for referring to the tens of thousands of unpainted Mycenaean vessels stored in a Mycenaean palace (cf. Hruby 2014, 49–50), to the thousands of pots found in the destruction deposits of houses belonging to palatial functionaries (e.g. the LH IIIA2 LatePetsas House, Shelton 2015) as well as to the export of large quantities of painted fine-ware originating from a single production region in the northern Argolid to consumers all over the eastern Mediterranean and Egypt (see below n. 20).

19 Mountjoy 1999, 446, 743–744, 823–824, 982–983; Mountjoy 2007, 241–243; Eder and Jung 2015, 127–128; Koulioudou et al. 2017. On the North Aegean islands, a large part of the assemblages belongs to local or Minoanizing wares, but locally produced Mycenaean decorated and plain wares are also common (Boulotis, Kardamaki and Boloti 2017, 49 and Tab. 1).


21 Roux 2011b.
the craft behaviours behind production, interaction of craft specialists, the response of consumers and the mechanisms behind the organization of pottery production. One of the most intriguing aspects of these studies is, amongst others, the possibility to assess, question or further confirm well-established theories and models of production in a way that was not possible before. We will address the questions outlined above, but we are fully aware of the fact that at present it may not be possible to answer all of them with the same degree of certainty, just because the technological examination of Mycenaean pottery is still a young and developing yet very promising field of research.

2. History of research: wheel-throwing or wheel-fashioning

2.1. The wheel-based techniques and the history of research

Definition of terms

According to recent studies, the wheelmade pottery can be either (1) thrown from a lump of clay or (2) formed in combining a hand-forming technique such as coil-building with the kinetic energy of the potter’s wheel.22 The products of the first technique are called henceforth “wheelthrown”, those of the second technique “wheelfashioned” or “wheel-coiled”, whereas “wheelmade” refers to each pot bearing traces of what Valentine Roux has named Rotational Kinetic energy (RKE) independently of the specific technique used.23

Four methods of exploiting RKE in combination with coil-building can be recognized: 1, 2, 3, and 4 (see below) (Tab. 1). Moreover, two principal types of potter’s wheels can be distinguished: (1) a tournette (or slow rotary device), which consists of a single wheel rotated around an axis (either by the potter him/herself or by an assistant) and can typically reach speeds of about 80 to 100 rotations per minute (rpm), and (2) a kick wheel (or fast rotary device) moved by the potter’s own foot which can reach a minimum speed of 150 rpm.24

There is no iconographic evidence for the existence of the kick wheel during the Bronze Age in the eastern Mediterranean, the Near East or Egypt,25 while even the earliest depictions of wheels in Greece that date to the Archaic period do not provide clear indications of the type of device used.26 In view of the missing iconographic evidence, reconstructions of kick wheels based on two Minoan excavation assemblages of Neopalatial (LM IB) and Mycenaean palatial (LM IIIB) date27 cannot yet be taken as definite proofs for the existence of this type of device in the Late Bronze Age Aegean.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roughout stage</th>
<th>Preform stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forming the coils</td>
<td>Joining the coils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method 1</td>
<td>Without RKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method 2</td>
<td>Without RKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method 3</td>
<td>Without RKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method 4</td>
<td>With RKE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 The four wheel-coiling methods and their degrees of technical specialisation in RKE-mediated gestures (based on ROUX & COURTY 1998).

24 ROUX and MIROSCHEHDI 2009, 164–165; BERG 2015, 17, 19, Fig. 3. For wheel-typologies and relevant discussions, see also RICE 1987, 133–136; PIERRET 1995, 27–29; JEFFRA 2011, 44–48; DOHERTY 2012, 15–63; BERG 2013, 116–117. For experiments on speeds, see also AMIRAN and SHENHAV 1984; POWELL 1995, 334.
25 BERG 2015, 17–19, Figs. 1–3.
26 HASAKI 2019, 295–297.
27 CHATZI-VALLIANOU 1995, 1036–1046; CHATZI-VALLIANOU 2017, 144–145, Fig. 5.64.
The wheel-based techniques

The appearance and spread of wheelmade pottery during prehistory is traditionally associated with the so-called ‘fast’ wheels and the wheel-throwing technique, and is usually interpreted as evidence for standardization and intensification in pottery production.28 The pioneering work of Valentine Roux on the phenomenon of the potter’s wheel in the Levant, however, has questioned this simplistic view by shedding light on more complex processes of technological innovation.29 Her extensive study of the manufacturing techniques of Levantine wheelmade production during a period spanning from the late 5th millennium to the 2nd millennium BCE has demonstrated that the wheelmade pottery is not produced by clay lumps but instead by coils fashioned on ‘tournettes’.30

The identification of the wheel-fashioning, and especially the wheel-coiling technique has altered our view of the history of the potter’s wheel and has shed light on two main ‘thresholds’ in the history of wheelmade pottery.31 The first threshold is associated with the emergence of RKE, which is integrated into traditional manual potting practices and signals the appearance of the new ‘hybridized’ technique of wheel-coiling. In this case, the rotary device is able to produce RKE sufficient to resist friction and to enable uninterrupted and continuous manual movements involved in a forming operation on the wheel.32 The use of RKE entails innovative motor and cognitive skills that are specific and complex, time-consuming to learn and difficult to acquire, not least because they are radically different from those involved in hand-forming techniques.33 After a detailed technological study of ancient ceramics and experimental studies, Roux and Courty have identified four possible ways of exploiting RKE in combination with coiling.34 Following the main forming operations of coiling (placing and joining the coils, thinning and shaping the roughout), the four wheel-coiling methods were established according to the stage during which the wheel is inserted into the operational sequence involved in the making of the roughout of the pot. Earlier use of RKE means gradual abandonment of gestures associated with the hand-forming and increasing adoption of gestures mediatized by RKE.35 Each wheel-coiling method (1 to 4) thus implies distinct specialized gestural movements corresponding to an escalating mastery and familiarity with RKE (see Tab. 1). The second threshold of the wheel’s history is defined by the appearance of the wheel-throwing technique and hence the rotation of clay lumps. Wheel-throwing comprises the previous RKE knowledge, but introduces further innovative specialized gestures involved in new forming operations, i.e. centering and hollowing clay lumps on the wheel.36 New modalities now determine the design and usage of rotary devices, such as their capacity to produce RKE resistant to the frictions caused by the strong pressures exerted on the lump during centering operations.37 Throwing clay lumps means a total abandonment of the gestures related to hand-building and marks a qualitative shift toward a new set of cognitive and motor skills entailing a total alteration of gestures under the impact of RKE.38

The cognitive and motor skills enacting forming techniques are considered as the most stable aspect of craft behaviours because they are learned and internalized only through systematic exercise and practice during apprenticeship and are transformed into rooted habits.39 From this perspective, the forming techniques are seen as specific to groups of potters sharing the same craft behaviours, derived from common contexts of apprenticeship. As such, these techniques may represent indicators of distinct production entities behind particular ceramic assemblages.40 In light

29 Roux 2003; Roux 2010.
31 Roux 2010, 221–222, Fig. 13.1–2.
34 Roux and Courty 1998; Roux 2017, 114–119. For further experiments in wheel-coiling see Jeffra 2011; Jeffra 2013; Rückl and Jacobs 2016.
35 Roux and Courty 1998, 748, 752–753, Fig. 1, Tab. 1.
40 Gosseïlain 2011, 216–217; Roux 2007, 164–165; Roux 2011a, 1018–181; Roux 2011b, 81–82; see also Choleva 2018a, 55–65 with references.
of this, each way of using the wheel is the result of specific learning processes and hence a marker of production units mastering the wheel according to a certain degree of technical specialization. Consequently, the identification of wheel-forming techniques and methods within an assemblage enables shedding light on aspects of craft behaviours characterizing the organization of apprenticeship and the transmission of technical knowledge within a context of production.41

Exploring the social and economic dynamics underlying various forming techniques, archaeological researchers have begun to investigate specific manufacturing technologies involved in the production of wheelmade pottery during the Bronze Age in the Aegean.42 However, the question of the forming techniques of the wheelmade Mycenaean pottery has still not yet been fully addressed.

2.2. Earlier work and current studies on wheel technology during the Mycenaean period

Since the very beginning of the Mycenaean studies, scholars were (and are still) making a considerable effort to detect the influences going into the production of wheelmade pottery, to define its initial stages and even the first manufacturing region of that new class.43 Since then, the material has been classified with an exquisite typology44 (often with a special focus on the decorated vessels) and several series of provenance analyses have been conducted by various laboratories.45 This led to very important conclusions regarding the presence and distribution of various workshops. While the first and earliest production center of the lustrous painted, i.e. Mycenaean pottery of LH I (e.g. the Vapheio cups, but also several small closed shapes), is still not entirely resolved, the region of the Argolid seems to be the most likely candidate.46 Despite this, little attention was given to forming techniques, but according to a general and widely accepted consensus the Mycenaean pottery was for its most part wheelmade.47 The term was often used without further explanation, but occasionally with explicit reference to the wheel-throwing technique.48 One important reason for this lack of interest in manufacturing technology of the Mycenaean pottery is the focus on the study of the decorated pottery, shared by many experts. Due to its more 'humble' appearance and restricted significance for issues concerning relative chronology, the largest part of Mycenaean ceramic assemblages (at least in settlements), namely the one consisting of fine, medium-coarse and coarse plain wares, was at the same time until recently the most neglected one.49 It was only after scholars started to pay more attention to these wares that technological studies became more frequent and their important role was realized.

A new impulse to the field of Mycenaean pottery came from Crete and the Cyclades where such technological studies have started in the early 2000s. Based on the macroscopic examination of wheelmade pottery, Carl Knappett produced a rich corpus of technological data from Middle Minoan Knossos and integrated into the archaeological discussion very early the results of experimental and ethno-archaeological works from all around the world.50 Another important turn took place with the work of Ina Berg who was the first to conduct X-Radiography analysis on a large number of ves-

41 ROUX 2009; ROUX and COURTY 2005.
42 For an overview, see KNAPPELT and VAN DER LEEUW 2014; KNAPPELT 2016.
43 FURTWAENGLER and LOESCHKE 1886; BLEGEN 1921, 36–74; FIMMEN 1921, 89–100, 140–167.
44 FURULMARK 1941; MONTJOY 1986; POZUWEIT 2007.
45 MOMMSEN ET AL. 1988; MOMMSEN ET AL. 2002; BADER ET AL. 2005; TOMLISON ET AL. 2010; MONTJOY and MOMMSEN 2015; see also DEMAKOPOULOU ET AL. 2017. See JONES and TOMLISON 2009, APPENDIX G–CD, 150 and Fig. G.1 for a map showing the various methods of chemical analyses conducted on Mycenaean pottery mainly in the region of Peloponnese.
46 MARKETOU ET AL. 2006; FRENCH ET AL. 2008, 121–122, Tab. A3.4; DICKINSON 2014; RUTTER 2015, 221–222. LINDBLOM ET AL. 2015, 233–234 suggest the Argolid as the region where the Mycenaean style was created in LH I, but they also stress the fact that the LM IA pottery from Kythera and the LH I Mycenaean pottery from the Argolid are indistinguishable from each other. Both ceramic groups are considered to be locally produced on Kythera and in the Argolid respectively.
47 For a discussion on the problem of a general lack of detailed descriptions on manufacturing techniques among Mycenaean pottery studies see BERG 2013, 114, Tab. 1.
48 Hruby 2006. For similar assumptions regarding Minoan pottery see DAVIS and LEWIS 1985, 83 (wheelthrown as a way to produce pottery faster).
49 To this, one should add the early excavation practices of discarding plain wares.
50 KNAPPELT 2004.
vessels from Knossos that covered a wide range of dates and fabrics (MM IB – LM IA).\textsuperscript{53} Most important, with the works of Knappett and Berg, a new discussion in Minoan archaeology was initiated that referred to the identification of the different RKE techniques.\textsuperscript{52} They were able to show that several hand-building and wheel-forming techniques existed in Minoan Crete. More specifically, a very large percentage of the vessels were wheel-coiled since MM IB when the wheel was first introduced in Crete.\textsuperscript{53} However, one aspect that is of particular significance for understanding the Minoan technology seems to be thus far unresolved. This relates with the co-presence or not of wheel-thrown pottery along with the wheel-coiled one.

The debate on the question of the wheel-based techniques has two facets:

(a) On the one hand, the macroscopic similarity between wheelthrown and wheel-coiled vessels renders the distinction between RKE techniques very difficult, which often led to diverging interpretations of surface features.\textsuperscript{54} Berg and Caroline Jeffra were the first to explore systematically this issue in Minoan pottery by using different type of analyses.\textsuperscript{55} Jeffra conducted an extended macroscopic and experimental analysis on MM IB – LM IA wheel-made pottery from different Cretan sites by applying the four-type classification system of Roux. She concluded to reject the hypothesis regarding the existence of Minoan wheel-thrown pottery and argued instead that the majority of the material was in reality wheel-coiled.\textsuperscript{56} This brings about an important implication as it forces us to reconsider our well-established concepts of the technological innovation as a whole. Knappett, in turn, who sees the potter’s wheel being transferred from Egypt to Crete,\textsuperscript{57} has recently revised his original assumption that wheelthrown pottery evolved out of the hand-building techniques, whereas the hybrid methods followed later, when the Minoan potters tried to produce larger vessels on the wheel.\textsuperscript{58} He has detected the macrotraces of the coiling technique on a small part of material and on vases that were traditionally considered to be wheelthrown (e.g. conical cups).\textsuperscript{59} By contrast, Berg argued for the existence of the wheel-throwing technique on the base of X-Radiography, which according to her offers a secure way to achieve the distinction between wheel-throwing and wheel-coiling.\textsuperscript{60} Berg suggests the existence of several examples of wheelthrown pottery in Knossos dating from MM IB to LM IA that appear next to other vessels made by wheel-coiling techniques.\textsuperscript{61} Regarding similar studies on wheel-based techniques during the EBA and the MBA in

\textsuperscript{51} BERG 2009, 141–142. To be sure, X-radiography had been introduced earlier to Aegean Bronze Age pottery studies (Leonard et al. 1993).


\textsuperscript{53} KNAPPETT 2004; 2016; BERG 2008; 2009; 2013; cf. CALOI 2011. For a synthetic work on Minoan wheel phenomenon see KNAPPETT and VAN DER LIEEUW 2014.

\textsuperscript{54} ROUX 1994; COURTY and ROUX 1995.

\textsuperscript{55} BERG 2008; BERG 2009; JEFFRA 2011; JEFFRA 2013.

\textsuperscript{56} JEFFRA 2011, 152–158; JEFFRA 2013, 37–43 and tab. 3 and figs. 7–13. Jeffra has identified methods 1 to 3 on Crete. Berg 2009, 168, Fig. 2, on the other hand did not distinguish between the various wheel-based methods but summed all under the term “wheel-coiled”.

\textsuperscript{57} KNAPPETT 2004, 260–264. For the introduction of the potter’s wheel in Egypt, see especially ARNOLD and BOURRIAU 1993, 43–44. For a recent unpublished dissertation on the wheel phenomenon in Egypt see DOHERTY 2012.

\textsuperscript{58} KNAPPETT 1999, 128; KNAPPETT 2004, 259. For recent discussions see KNAPPETT and VAN DER LIEEUW 2014; KNAPPETT 2016.

\textsuperscript{59} KNAPPETT 2004, 260–261, Fig. 20.1. Small pots from MM II in general could have been thrown from the hump, as well as the so-called egg-shell wares (KNAPPETT 1999, 122–123). MacGILLIVRAY 1998 suggests that only small pots that were rapidly made (“crude wares”) were wheelthrown.

\textsuperscript{60} BERG 2009, 145 suggests that also on a macroscopic level it would be possible to distinguish between wheel-coiled and wheelthrown pottery but the most secure method is the X-Radiography (“in all cases, wheel-coiled vessels could always be firmly identified as such using X-radiography; they cannot be confused with the wheel-throwing technique”). She has also said that “thus wheel-coiled vessels can be identified by a mismatch between the X-ray image and macroscopic observations” (Berg 2009, 145).

Mainland Greece, Lindsay Spencer notes the existence of wheelthrown pottery next to wheel-coiled pottery in EBA and MBA Lefkandi and Asine, although she acknowledges the difficulty to identify macroscopically wheelthrown pottery. Maria Choleva, in turn, notices the exclusive use of wheel-coiling in central Greece and northeastern Peloponnese during EBA 2–3 i.e. the time when the potter’s wheel first appeared in the Aegean.

(b) On the other hand, there is a somewhat confusing discussion about the technical affordances of rotary devices used especially in Minoan Crete, the Aegean region from which the largest part of wheel fragments is coming. Instead of belonging to fast wheels (e.g. kick wheels), Minoan devices, as the archaeological data suggest, are associated with the type known as ‘tournette’, which is composed of a pivot disc rotating around an axis and reaching speeds not exceeding 100 rpm. Based on the abundant Minoan wheel remains, mainly clay wheel-heads, Don Evely and his colleagues have conducted different experiments to explore the mechanical properties of Minoan wheels. Based on experiments, it has been argued that the production of wheelthrown pottery is not exclusively dependent on the use of the fast wheel but can also be achieved by slow wheels (60–80 rpm). However, the experiments with such wheel-heads have demonstrated that wheel-throwing was possible only for small vessels and impossible for larger vessels. Those results are aligned with the conclusions drawn from experimental studies using other ancient tournettes found in 3rd and 2nd millennium Egypt and the Levant. These devices were suitable only for throwing small bowls (i.e. small lumps), while they are incompatible with centering and hollowing out heavier clay masses, i.e. larger pots. In addition, the experiments in the Levant have controlled the compatibility of tournettes with wheel-coiling methods and have shown that these devices were very effective in the rotation of coil-built pots of different shapes and dimensions.

Contrary to Crete, no securely confirmed examples of turning devices are known from the Late Bronze Age contexts on the Greek mainland. Despite this lack of evidence, it is often assumed that Mycenaean potters used wheels of similar types like in Crete. At the Mycenaean settlement of Kontopigado, the frequent presence of pottery wasters within secondary deposits or dumps has been taken as evidence for the existence at this site of a pottery workshop that probably was in close connection to the Athenian Acropolis. Two finds have been interpreted in this respect as turning devices, but this requires further investigation.

---

63 For macroscopic analysis of EBA wheelmade pottery see Choleva 2012; Choleva 2015, 468–493; Choleva 2020b. For X-Ray analysis of the same material, see Choleva 2020a. For the use of the same technique at MBA Vranas, Marathon, see Choleva in press.
64 For a synthetic discussion, see Jeffra 2011, 44–53.
65 Rice 1987, 133–135, Fig. 5.9.
67 For an overview on evidence concerning the wheel devices in Minoan and Mycenaean period see Berg 2013, 114–116. For a recent synthesis of the archaeological evidence for wheel remains during the Bronze and Iron Ages in Greece, see Hasaki 2019, especially Fig. 12. For Egyptian tournettes called ‘simple’ wheels and related forming techniques see Arnold and Bourriaud 1993, 44–84. For the experiments of Foster 1959 and those conducted by Berg see Berg 2013, 116, Tabs. 2–3.
July Hruby has made detailed and very useful comments on the fabric, surface treatment and manufacturing techniques of the unpainted pots from the palace of Pylos but has expressed the opinion that the majority of the material was produced “off the hump”.78 Christina Marabea has suggested that the Attic Mycenaean pottery from Kanakia on Salamis (dated to LH IIIC Early 1) was actually wheel-coiled.79 Also Berg did not exclude the possibility that in Mycenaean mainland like in Crete various wheel-based techniques were in use.80 Most recently, Bartłomiej Lis identified by means of macroscopic examination, among the material from room 60 at the palace of Pylos, the presence of both handmade and partially handmade (wheelmade) pottery.81 In some cases even the use of the paddle and anvil technique has been suggested.82

To sum up, the fact that the Mycenaean potters produced vessels according to different forming techniques has already begun to be recognized by some scholars,83 but the exact methods used for producing wheelmade pots were never investigated with an analytical tool such as X-Radiography combined with a detailed macroscopic examination. Moreover, the overall assumption that the largest part of the production is actually wheel thrown is still quite common, and this has not been questioned so far. This idea is so well rooted that some go so far to suggest that this may have been one of the main differences between the Mycenaean and Minoan/Minoanizing wares.84

3. Methodology: identification of the wheel-based techniques

Our study aims to address the question of forming techniques behind the wheelmade production during the Mycenaean period. For this purpose, a multiscale methodology has been developed in order to identify the complete production sequences, i.e. chaines opératoires – the operational sequence of transforming raw materials into final objects – which will here be distinguished on the base of specific ways (methods) of exploiting the potter’s wheel in manufacture.85 Examining the wheelmade pottery in terms of chaines opératoires and correlating the technical, morphological and stylistic characteristics of wheelmade pottery will allow exploring the craft behaviours enacting the wheelmade production.

More concretely, we have investigated the Mycenaean wheel-based technology by means of two complementary tools: macroscopic observation with X-Ray analysis. Our study will particularly focus on the identification of forming techniques and methods involved in the wheelmade pottery of Ayios Vasileios in Laconia where an extended macroscopic analysis of 169 vessels and vessels fragments bearing evidence of RKE followed by the X-Ray analysis of a selected sample of 14 pieces87 have been conducted (see Tabs. 6–7). For purposes of comparison and in order to address wider questions about wheel usage in pottery production during the Mycenaean period, we conducted a complementary study of Argive pottery through the visual inspection of a small ceramic assemblage from Tiryns (26 vessels and vessel fragments) and visual examination combined with X-Ray analysis of selected finds (7 vessel fragments) found at Tall Zirā’a in Jordan (see Tabs. 12–13).

3.1. Macroscopic analysis

Independently of the technique used, the exploitation of RKE leaves a series of macro-features, such as concentric undulations, horizontal and parallel rilling, striations, symmetrical profiles and regular wall thickness. These traces were tradi-

78 Hruby 2006, 184.
79 Marabea 2012, 177 (wheel shaping/coiling).
80 Berg 2013, 117–118.
81 Lis 2016, 497–498, 507. Lis uses the term “wheelmade” independent of the exact method used, as opposed to “wheelthrown” signifying a pot thrown on the wheel from one piece of clay (Lis 2016, 497 n. 27).
82 Lis 2016, 498, Fig. 5; 507.
83 See also Vitalis 2018, 160–161, fig. 8.6 for the assemblages in Mitrou. The possible existence of wheelthrown pottery contemporary with pots produced by wheelfashioned techniques is suggested.
84 Abell and Hilditch 2016, 166.
85 Schlanger 2005; For the chainé opératoire approach see Roux 2009, 2011b. For the theoretical implications of the concept see Dobres and Hofmann 1994; Pigeot 2011.
86 For different case studies see Roux and Courty 2005; Roux 2009; Choleva 2020.
87 Three more pieces coming from hand-made vessels have also been subjected to X-Ray analysis (a rim of pithos, a rim of jar and a body sherd with handle) but they will not be included in the present paper. Finally, two vessels from the group of the imported pottery were also examined via X-Ray and will be presented elsewhere.
tionally interpreted as indicators for the wheel-throwing technique. However, Roux’s work has revised the criteria previously used to identify this technique and has established a reference system drawn on experimental and archaeological data that enables the distinction between wheel-throwing and wheel-fashioning. The macroscopic analysis applied here follows the lines of this methodology and is founded on an elaborate system enabling the recognition of macro-features indicative of the manufacture of the roughout and the preform of a pot, and thus are suggestive of the primary and secondary forming techniques.

More concretely, the identification of forming techniques is based on the observation and interpretation of those traces resulting from the operations on the clay and that are distributed over the surface, the topography and the break of the sherds. Despite the limitations of the visual inspection of the sherds, this system allows, in many instances, to distinguish the traces generated by the continuous pressures due to the use of RKE (i.e. concentric undulations, rilling, parallel horizontal striations, stretched clay walls, regular micro-topography, regular thickness), from those resulting from the presence of a handmade, e.g. coil-built, roughout (e.g. irregular reliefs and uneven micro-topographies corresponding to discontinuous pressures exerted on clay walls, and fissures and fractures on breaks and non rectilinear grooves (i.e. curving features) on surfaces corresponding to coil seams. In addition, the degree of wall modification of a coil-built roughout by RKE is an indicator for the operations during which the wheel enters the manufacturing process, and it is therefore suggestive of which wheel-coiling method applied. The idea is that the earlier the use of RKE, the stronger the elimination of hand-derived features and the stronger the wall modification under RKE. Consequently, pottery made by method 1 and 2 involving RKE only in final forming operations is characterized by relatively slight wall modification by RKE and preserves macro-features which are the result of discontinuous pressures applied during primary operations. On the contrary, pottery produced by methods 3 and 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of wall modification</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>RKE features</th>
<th>Features of coil joins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slight</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Striations</td>
<td>No trace of coils on surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Non-stretched clay walls</td>
<td>Irregular relief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Striations</td>
<td>Possible irregular wavy lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rare rilling</td>
<td>Irregular micro-reliefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Slight undulated surfaces</td>
<td>Uneven micro-topographies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Slightly stretched clay walls</td>
<td>Thickness discontinuities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Striations</td>
<td>Fissures along coil seams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rilling/undulations in the form of bands</td>
<td>Deep sub-parallel grooves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stretched walls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Torsional strain and rilling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M4</td>
<td>Striations</td>
<td>Parallel grooves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Regular rilling/undulations</td>
<td>Ridges out of adjustment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stretched clay walls</td>
<td>‘Scalloped’ profile (vertically)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Torsional strain and ripling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Main diagnostic macro-features of the four wheel-coiling techniques (based on Roux & Courty 1998; Jeffra 2011).
involving RKE since primary forming phases is characterized by a strong wall modification and is associated with more prominent RKE morphological qualities, such as undulations, intense rilling, and stretched clay walls (Tab. 2).95

3.2. Microscopic analysis using X-Rays

X-Radiography has become a standard method for the examination of the manufacturing techniques of prehistoric pottery and has the great benefit of being non-destructive.96 Although known and applied as early as the 1930s, the real potential of X-Rays was recognized much later.97 X-Radiography produces detailed two-dimensional figures of the micro-structure of a pot, and together with an extended macroscopic analysis is essential for the reconstruction of the forming process.98 Rye was the first to introduce the main implications of X-Radiography in ceramic studies by showing that the orientation of air voids and the alignment of inclusions in the clay matrix, created during the primary forming operations, was not affected or altered by secondary operations, and is thus conclusive for forming techniques.99 Despite its great potential, the X-Radiography has been very rarely used in the study of Aegean prehistoric pottery. There are some exceptions, namely Robert Johnston and Philip Betancourt on the EM III White-on-Dark east Cretan wares, Leonard et al. on a few Mycenaean stirrup jars found in Greece and in the Levant and finally Sara Levi and Valentina Cannavò on Mycenaean and Aegeanizing pottery from southern Italy.100 However, the biggest set of X-Ray data was recently produced by Berg who examined in this way 95 Minoan vessels dating from MM IB to LM IA.101 Berg was the first to introduce the distinction between wheel-throwing and wheel-coiling in the Bronze Age Aegean by elaborating the typology of micro-features established by Rye in the X-Ray analysis of pottery to investigate the Minoan ceramics from Knossos.102

According to Rye, the main criterion for discerning wheel-throwing, as opposed to hand-forming techniques, concerns the ‘structural’ porosity103 of the clay matrix. In the former case the non plastic and elongated air voids show a diagonal towards the rim orientation, when depicted in frontal view, and a parallel to the surface alignment in cross sections. Viewed from above, wheelthrown bowls present a spiral/circular orientation of elements. This distribution pattern is due to the application of vertical upwards and continuous gestures drawing the clay while turning. This results in the stretching and elongation of pockets of voids and their diagonal inclination.104 Rye also considered

95 ROUX and COURTY 1998, 746, tabs. 1, 3. For classification and description of the typology of RKE macro-traces, see JEFFRA 2011, 115–150; 2013, 7, tab. 2. For distinction of four methods, see also CHOLEVA 2012, 353–358, tabs 7–8; see also RUCK and JACOBS 2016. Despite some diagnostic traces, JEFFRA 2013, 36 notes that the differentiation of method 4 from method 3 in small vessels is difficult. This was tested on experimental level by Berg but the sampled material has not been presented (BERG 2009).


99 RYE 1977, 206; 1981, 61–62. For an overview of micro-traces related to forming techniques see BERG 2008, Fig. 1.

100 The accuracy of radiography in presenting the virtual composition of the object has a loss of about 30% (BERG 2009, 143). For the variable parameters acting on the success of radiography see MIDDLETON 2005. For a critical discussion on the problems of radiography see THER 2016, 214. For the potentials of X-Ray Computed Tomography (CT scanning) for getting 3D images of objects see LANG et al. 2005, 37; for recent applications in Aegean archaeology see KOZATAS et al. 2018.

101 JOHNSON and BETANCOURT 1984, 114–117, Pls. 9–10 (hand building techniques); LEONARD et al. 1993 produced X-ray images of three LH IIIA2 – IIIIB stirrup jars found at Lathyros (Rhodes) and in the Argolid respectively. All three are Argive products according to chemical analyses by NAA (chemical group Mycenae/Berbati). These served as comparative material for finds from the Levant and Egypt, of which two Simple Style stirrup jars from Tell es-Sa’idiyeh and a third stirrup jar from Gurob were examined by X-rays. Levi and Cannavò analyzed three Mycenaean imports and nine locally produced Mycenaean and Mycenaeanizing pots found at Broglgio di Trebisacce in northern Calabria (LEVI and CANNAVO 2014, 365–368, fig. 5.1–5.2).

102 BERG 2008; 2009; BERG and AMBERS 2011. CHOLEVA (2020A) has recently studied 300 wheelmade and handmade pots/sherd from EBA mainland Greece.


104 For the distinction between structural voids and voids along assembled elements see LIVINGSTONE SMITH and VISEYRIAS 2010, 131.

105 RYE 1977, 208; RYE 1981, 61–62, 79–80, Fig. 62 F-g; see also PIERRET 1995, 113, 135–137; THER 2016, 230–233, Figs. 5–7.
the angle of the diagonally aligned inclusions/voids as indicative of the speed of the rotation: smaller angles suggest a slow lifting action whereas larger angles reaching 45° witness faster rotation. However, the experiments conducted by Berg showed that this diagonal orientation could be achieved by both slow and fast rotations. This is an essential observation insofar as the various RKE techniques and methods may involve variably fluctuating speeds that, depending on the operations executed on the wheel, can affect, in variable ways, the arrangement of constituent elements in the clay matrix. Contrary to the wheelthrown pottery, according to Rye and Berg, the typical micro-features of a coil-built roughout are the horizontal alignment of elongated voids and inclusions in front view, their random orientation in cross section or, finally, in the case of bases viewed from above, their circular orientation. However, as other studies using X-Rays and CT scanning have shown, the porosities of coil-built roughouts can fluctuate from horizontal to random and the voids’ shapes can vary from elongated to flattened/rounded depending on the pressures and their direction applied during joining coils. Coil seams, in turn, can be inferred either by a cluster of horizontally aligned inclusions on coil-seam zones or by elongated and shapeless voids indicating the air spaces between two coils that usually take the form of shapeless features.

If the wheelthrown pottery displays a standard diagonal orientation of elongated elements and the coiled pottery presents randomly or horizontally aligned micro-features, what can be the expected distribution of the clay components of the wheel-coiled pots and to what extent can the typical microstructure of a coil-built roughout be altered by the different ways of exploiting the RKE. Considering the wheel’s usage as a secondary forming technique not able to modify the microstructure of the coil-built roughout, Berg argued that the diagonal orientation of voids/inclusions is firm evidence for identifying wheelthrown pottery, while wheel-coiled pottery is characterized by horizontal void orientation. Based on experimental but limited data, she concluded that, at least, Roux’s wheel-coiling methods 1 to 3 do not entail a modification of the initial orientation of coil porosities.

However, other studies on the microstructure patterns of wheelmade pottery have disclosed a more complex picture. Roux and Courty, using scanning electron microscopy for characterizing the microstructure of experimentally wheelmade pots produced by the four wheel-coiling methods, have shown that the increasing use of RKE within the operational sequence has a wide-ranging impact on the configuration of the clay mass. According to these authors, methods 1 and 2 result in micro-structures slightly deformed by RKE, whereas method 3 and method 4 produce coil-built microstructures which are deformed by the use of the potter’s wheel. This is caused by the increasing homogenization of the clay mass under the effect of RKE. In turn, who has analyzed thin sections under a petrographic microscope, and Pierret who analyzed via X-Rays experimental pottery, have demonstrated that the porosity of the clay mass is altered according to the degree of RKE exploitation. They both showed that while pots made by the wheel-coiling method 1 (shaping a coil-built roughout) preserve a rather horizontal distribution of clay components, the ones made by the wheel-coiling method 2 (thinning a coil-built roughout) start to present a deformation of clay micro-structures: the voids have the tendency to diagonally incline depending on the strength of the continuous pressures applied to each coil whereas coil seams appear as larger elongated voids indicative of stretching the air-voids during thinning on the wheel. This pattern is confirmed by the areas, however, are not always visible or detectable on radiographic images because of the obscuring projection of a 3D-object in a 2D-image.

References:

107 Berg 2008, 1179–1180, 1180, Fig. 2; see also Pierret 1995, 113, 135–137; Thér 2016, 235.
110 Thér 2016, 234; see also Kozatsas et al. 2018.
111 Berg 2009, 143.
112 Berg 2009, 142–144; Livingstone Smith and Visvérias 2010, 131. The coil seams as well as other micro-features...
results of a recent extended radiographic analysis of Early Bronze Age wheelmade pots from the Greek mainland: the stronger the implementation of RKE (methods 1 to 3) the more the voids exhibit a diagonal distribution. Interestingly, vessels presenting macroscopic features indicative of the wheel-coiling method 3 are also characterized by diagonally inclined elongated voids corresponding to coil-seams that had been radically deformed by RKE.¹¹⁶

In the light of these contradictory results, the actual data demonstrate complex modalities according to which a coil-built microstructure can be modified under RKE depending on the extent and nature of its exploitation in the forming process. It seems that when the wheel is used during the later stages of the forming process, the initial microstructure of coils is barely and variably modified by the subsequent use of RKE. On the contrary, when RKE is exploited effectively during the forming process, the microstructure of coils can be altered by the continuous and upwards pressures applied on the clay and thus the clay components can get a diagonal inclination. The fact that this diagonal pattern is not necessarily associated with the centering and hollowing of clay lumps, but, on the contrary, is due to the stretching of clay walls by RKE during joining and/or thinning operations,¹¹⁷ renders this kind of micro-feature equivocal and not a firm evidence for differentiating wheel-throwing from wheel-coiling – contrary to what Berg has argued. Moreover, since the coil-built roughout is, contrary to the wheelthrown lumps, a heterogeneous volume consisting of different elements worked separately during several forming operations, the microstructure generated under the homogenizing impact of RKE can present differentiation in the distribution of clay components throughout the entire clay matrix. Variables such as the stages and operations conducted with the wheel, the fluctuation of the wheel speed during the different operations, and the forces and their direction applied while working the different coils are factors impacting on the microstructure of each coil and thus on the overall configuration of the clay mass.¹¹⁸ This could account for the differentiated organization of micro-features at different areas of the microstructure and for the different degrees of modification of each coil (Tab. 3).

¹¹⁶ Choleva 2020a.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of roughout deformation</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>RKE features</th>
<th>Features of coils/Joins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slight</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>None RKE feature</td>
<td>Preservation of the initial orientation of voids/inclusions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Preservation of the initial orientation of voids/inclusions</td>
<td>Rare horizontal and random shapeless features/fissures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rare slightly diagonal porosity</td>
<td>Thinned areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Diagonal orientation of voids/inclusions</td>
<td>Preservation of the initial orientation of voids/inclusions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Even alteration of thinned and thickened zones (bands)</td>
<td>Rare slightly diagonal porosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Horizontal elongated/rounded voids</td>
<td>Horizontal to strongly diagonal shapeless to elongated voids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rare larger shapeless voids</td>
<td>Occasional thinned areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Diagonal orientation of voids/inclusions</td>
<td>Even alteration of thinned and thickened zones (bands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Occasional horizontal orientation of voids/inclusions</td>
<td>Horizontal orientation of voids/inclusions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Even alteration of thinned and thickened zones (bands)</td>
<td>Horizontal to strongly diagonal shapeless to elongated voids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Horizontal elongated/rounded voids</td>
<td>Horizontal to strongly diagonal shapeless to elongated voids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M4</td>
<td>Diagonal orientation of voids/inclusions</td>
<td>Even alteration of thinned and thickened zones (bands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Occasional horizontal orientation of voids/inclusions</td>
<td>Horizontal orientation of voids/inclusions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Even alteration of thinned and thickened zones (bands)</td>
<td>Horizontal elongated/rounded voids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Horizontal elongated/rounded voids</td>
<td>Thinned areas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Proposed diagnostic micro-features of the four wheel-coiling techniques (based on Pierret et al. 1996; Roux and Court 1998; Berg 2009; Tiber 2016).
4. Mycenaean Pottery Production

4.1. Mycenaean Pottery Production in Laconia

An assemblage including 169 wheelmade vessels and fragments from Ayios Vasilieos were selected after the visual inspection of the pottery from the site (see Tab. 6). After a detailed macroscopic examination and photographic documentation, a small part consisting of 14 samples was selected and submitted for X-Rays analysis. This assemblage contains a variety of vessels representative of the main morphological types revealing evidence of the wheel’s use (see Tab. 7).

4.1.1. The contexts and their dates

The material from Ayios Vasilieos treated in the present study derives from five different locations of the palace and dates from the latest LH IIIA1 to LH IIIB Middle (see Tabs. 6–7). Except for the pots from the destruction deposits on the floor of the stoa, the rest of the material derives from secondary deposits: terrace fills (Γ14β) or other fills (foundation trench in Γ14β, Building B, layers above the court) and dumps (southeastern deposit, fresco dump). The vessels from Building B come from a room whose floor was not preserved.119

The majority of the examined finds come from the so-called southeastern deposit, a large dump to the south of the court dating to LH IIIA2 Early or LH IIIA2 Middle that yielded a large number of drinking cups.120 The terrace fill and the foundation trench in square Γ14β contains some LH II deposits but the latest sherds date to the latest LH IIIA1 and LH IIIA2 Early respectively. LH IIIA1 and LH IIIA2 Early are major palace construction phases during which the monumental court and the stoa were built. Pure LH IIB and LH IIIA1 deposits were rare in the area included in our study. The very few identified contexts of these phases yielded very fragmented material that did not allow any detailed examination.122 Even earlier deposits (MH III–LH IIA) are so far represented mainly in the area of the North Cemetery to the north of the court and are not included in this study.123 The latest Mycenaean phase identified at Ayios Vasilieos (LH IIIC Early) is represented in this study by just one vessel, a deep bowl, that was examined only macroscopically.

The analysis of the finds led to the identification of several pottery wares. Regarding manufacturing techniques, a broad distinction was made between wheelmade and handmade wares. Manufacture on the wheel seems to be the dominant technique at Ayios Vasilieos from LH IIB onwards and is commonly applied on fine painted and plain pottery and some cooking wares.124 Thus, wheelmade production is characteristic of the typical, everyday use pottery of Ayios Vasilieos such as kylikes, cups and various bowls.125 Handmade pottery is, however, not at all uncommon during LH IIB and LH IIIA. One of the most characteristic handmade wares is the gritty ware that continues from MH III. After LH II A the gritty ware is represented mainly by closed storage vessels, e.g. hydrias and jugs. Gritty ware drops from 13% in LH IIB126 to around 3–6% of the total rims in LH IIIA1 and LH IIIA2 Early and Middle.127 A second very common handmade pottery class consists mainly of tripods and button-based cooking jugs with schistose clay. Button-based cooking jugs represent typical MH cooking equipment but at Ayios Vasilieos they seem to continue at least to LH IIIA2 Early. Finally, another group of handmade pots consists of coarse basins and pithoi.128

Most of the handmade and wheelmade wares identified in the material are frequent and assumed to be of local or more broadly Laconian production.129 However, some others have a distinct fabric that can be assigned macroscopically with relative confidence to production centres in Kythera (Red Silver Mica). Another fabric group closely resem-
bles pottery from south central Crete and consists of coarse transport containers such as large wheelmade coarse-ware stirrup jars but also a few handmade closed vessels. Some of the presumed Kytheran imports are handmade vessels. Finally, there is a group of medium coarse wheelmade closed vessels and cooking tripods made from a micaceous clay (Figs. 41.6, 42.3) that resembles that of Kytheran wares but is probably local.

Most of the material examined here by X-Ray or macroscopic analysis comes from fine painted and especially plain wheelmade wares and represents typical Mycenaean shapes of the phases LH IIIA1 and LH IIIA2 Early to LH IIIB2 Late, with only few examples belonging to wheelmade cooking wares (Tab. 7). These are conical cups FS 204 (Figs. 41.5, 42.1–2), carinated kylikes FS 267 (Fig. 41.2), rounded kylikes FS 264/266 (Fig. 41.1), goblets FS 263 (Fig. 40.1), cups FS 220 (Fig. 40.2), craters (Fig. 41.3), large and small angular bowls FS 295 (Fig. 41.4), and one painted deep bowl FS 284 (Fig. 40.5). There are also some small closed vessels such as an alabastron (Fig. 40.4) and finally vessels of special, possibly ritual function such as rhyta (Fig. 40.3). Among the most frequent wheelmade fine wares there is some variation in the material regarding surface finishing, colours and texture of the clay of the vessels. For example, the conical cup, one of the most common shapes in LH IIIA2, is the only shape that bears string-cutting marks underneath the base. The clay of the conical cups usually has more inclusions than other plain wares and is sometimes very micaceous. These differences may hint to products of different workshops within Laconia while for some pots and sub-wares a non-Laconian origin is also possible.

The only wheelmade coarse ware vessel examined by X-Ray analysis and presented here is a local Laconian cooking tripod (276AV/XRay sample 18). In terms of typology, it belongs to a hybrid type combining elements from both Kytheran and local cooking pots.

4.1.2. Macroscopic examination

The macroscopic analysis of the wheelmade pottery from Ayios Vasileios has revealed a great variability in macro-features indicative of forming operations. The most typical RKE evidence is the presence of a great variety of concentric parallel undulations in the form of bands running around the internal surfaces of the pots; their maintenance on the external surface is rare because of their obliteration by a secondary surface treatment. These undulations are usually deep and intense and are unevenly distributed along the surfaces. Their presence is due to continuous pressures applied to the clay during the roughing out stage (Fig. 1). The second typical macro-feature diagnostic of RKE comprises a variety of horizontal and rectilinear striations in the form either of fine to stacked rilling running around both internal and/or external surfaces or of incised grooves on the exterior. Their presence indicates a variable use of the wheel during final forming operations such as shaping the walls or treating the surfaces on the wheel (Fig. 2). Among the rarer RKE traces there are also wrinkles of the surfaces, a feature that results from compression operations during thinning and shaping (Fig. 3). String marks in the form of a variety of striations underneath the bases are also typical, indicating that some vessels have been removed from the wheel while rotating with the help of a string (semi-circular marks) whereas others were elaborated on the wheel when upside down (concentric marks) (Fig. 4). Apart from those RKE-derived traces, however, a series of surface features reveal the presence of a coil-built roughout and thus the use of the wheel-coiling instead of wheel-throwing technique: the major part of the material (81% of the examined pottery) provides clear indications of coil seams and discontinuous pressures. A firm evidence of coiling is the presence of elongated fissures in the section (breaks) along the coil joints (Fig. 5a–e). Coil seams are also sometimes visible

130 In this article, we are not discussing the handmade pots, which we have studied in the framework of our technology project. They will be the subject of a separate publication.
131 Kardamaki 2017. 12% of the plain rims from the LH IIIA2 fresco dump belongs to this shape.
132 See Kardamaki 2017, 104–105 for a similar cooking tripod of possible Kytheran provenance.

133 The rest of the studied material (19%) does not present indications of coils. Given that the visibility of features on surfaces and breaks like coil seams is strongly contingent upon random factors, the absence of such traces is rather expected. However, these pots preserve, in their surfaces, RKE features which are identical with those observed on the identified wheel-coiled pottery. On account of these similarities, they should be considered as wheel-coiled instead of wheelthrown.
Fig. 1 Ayios Vasileios. Examples of concentric parallel undulations in the form of bands on internal/external surfaces: (a) 62AV; (b) 1AV; (c) 3AV; (d) 194AV; (e) 71AV; (f) 96AV (Photos by M. Choleva)

Fig. 2 Ayios Vasileios. Examples of horizontal and rectilinear striations on internal/external surfaces: (a) 7AV; (b) 43AV; (c) 2AV; (d) 268AV (XRay sample 9) (Photos by M. Choleva)

Fig. 3 Ayios Vasileios. RKE-derived compression ripples on internal surfaces: (a) 180AV; (b) 55AV (Photos by M. Choleva)
on surfaces in the form of oblique and small shapeless ‘hollowed’ features or non-rectilinear or wavy deep grooves (Fig. 5f–h). Micro-variations in wall thicknesses (Fig. 6a–b) and uneven micro-topographies along the horizontal or vertical axis (Fig. 6c) are also indicative of assembled elements and of discontinuous pressures applied during the joining of coils and thinning of the roughout. Finally, coiling is sometimes indicated by preferred breaks along the junctions of assembled coils (Fig. 7). A few pots also exhibit long, parallel to the surface, fissures visible in the

![Fig. 4 Ayios Vasileios. Variety of striations underneath the bases: (a) 87AV; (b) 139AV; (c) 13AV; (d) 181AV (Photos by M. Choleva)](image1)

![Fig. 5 Ayios Vasileios. Variety of coil seams visible on surfaces and breaks: (a) 202AV; (b) 48 AV; (c) 105AV; (d) 7AV; (e) 71AV; (f) 198AV; (g) 87AV; (h) 156AV (Photos by M. Choleva)](image2)

![Fig. 6 Ayios Vasileios. Micro-variations in wall thicknesses and uneven micro-topographies: (a) 148AV; (b) 55AV; (c) 10AV (Photos by M. Choleva)](image3)
sections of the bases that might indicate slabs instead of coils being used for the formation of bottoms (Fig. 8).

4.1.3. X-Ray analysis

The radiographic analysis of a selected sample of wheelmade pots has confirmed the results of the macroscopic examination: it has not provided any evidence for wheel-throwing and has demonstrated that the wheel-coiling technique is typical of the wheelmade pottery at Ayios Vasileios. The majority of the samples feature a diagonal orientation of voids that are dispersed throughout the clay matrix, while alignment is usually circular on bases when viewed from above (Fig. 9). However, in many cases, the diagonal distribution of voids is “disturbed” by restricted areas with horizontally and randomly distributed elongated and flattened voids suggesting specific coil-built zones that were not affected by RKE (Fig. 10). Very few pots are characterized exclusively by horizontally and randomly oriented porosities, suggesting a roughout not modified by RKE (Fig. 11). In some sherds/pots, mainly made in coarser fabrics, the orientation of voids is hardly visible. The voids between joined coils are distinguished from the ‘structural’ voids by their morphology and the manners of
their distribution throughout the clay matrix. More specifically, coil seams are indicated by air pockets appearing in the forms of shapeless, non-rectilinear and often oblique or horizontal elongated fissures with sharp to diffuse boundaries. Voids along coil seams are either scattered unevenly over the clay matrix or parallel along the horizontal axis, thus indicating a sub-parallel succession of assembled coils. Their orientation is either random or, in some cases, diagonal following the overall distribution pattern of ‘structural’ voids (Fig. 12). As regards the direction of inclusions that are usually rounded, they are mostly distributed randomly without presenting a clear orientation pattern. When they are elongated, they are sometimes characterized by either a predominantly diagonal or predominantly horizontal orientation. Diagonally aligned inclusions are usually combined with diagonal void’s orientations and reveal the effect of RKE use (Fig. 13). In few cases, occasional darker areas indicate a variation of the wall thickness and reveal zones of assembled coils.

See Livingstone Smith and Visevias 2010, 131, fig. 12 for comparison.

It is noteworthy that the visible coil seams are fewer than expected and, in many cases, joints visible macroscopically are totally invisible in X-Ray images. This is due to three probable factors: the very efficient joining of coils and the homogenizing impact of RKE on coil-built areas as well as the obscuring effect of 2D images.
Fig. 10  Ayios Vasileios. Coexistence of diagonally, horizontally and randomly oriented ‘structural’ voids observed in 269AV (XRay sample 10) (XRay by I. Basourakos, medical center Sparta)

Fig. 11  Ayios Vasileios. Horizontally and randomly distributed ‘structural’ voids observed in 267AV (XRay sample 8) (XRay by I. Basourakos, medical center Sparta)
to which discontinuous pressures have been applied during coiling (see Fig. 12b). Supplementary evidence for wheel-coiling is the irregular alteration of thinned (darker) and thickened (lighter) bands which corresponds to coils of different thickness regularized by RKE (see Figs. 9–10, 12).

Fig. 12 Ayios Vasileios. Different types of elongated fissures and voids along coil seams observed in (a) 273AV (XRay sample 14) and (b) 261AV (XRay sample 2) (XRay by I. Basourakos, medical center Sparta)

Fig. 13 Ayios Vasileios. Diagonally aligned inclusions observed in 264AV (XRay sample 5) (XRay by I. Basourakos, medical center Sparta)
4.1.4. Degrees of roughout modification and wheel-coiling methods

Both macro- and micro-features were conclusive for the degree of roughout modification by RKE suggesting two main different ways of using the wheel during the forming operations (Tab. 4–5).

Coil-built roughouts strongly deformed by RKE

The major part of the examined material shares macroscopically a homogeneous visual 'appearance' characterized by strongly undulated exterior/interior surfaces along with rilling, stretched clay walls, regular thickness variations and even reliefs that are indicative of a strong modification of the roughout under the impact of RKE and therefore of an extensive exploitation of the wheel during primary forming operations. Those pots/sherds present characteristic macro-features, which might be ascribed to what Roux and Courty have called wheel-coiling method 3. From the radiographic point of view, this material is characterized by a regular alteration of darker and lighter bands corresponding to undulations as well as a diagonal orientation of voids distributed over the clay matrix. These micro-features suggest continuous upwards pressures on the clay during the construction of the walls. Horizontally and randomly aligned voids, which occur locally at particular spots, disclose those coil's parts whose microstructure has not been affected by RKE. The presence of these horizontal voids among the diagonal ones suggests the fluctuation of rotational speed as well the alteration of different pressures exerted on the different coil-built areas during the operation of joining. In addition, the occurrence of sporadic irregular thinned areas suggests the local application of discontinuous or stronger continuous pressures on specific zones along assembled coils. The entire set of micro-features suggest, conclusively, a strong modification of the roughout by RKE, while at the same time the diminished homogeneity of the clay mass reveals the use of the wheel since the operation of joining the coils as a component of the primary forming technique employed.

Coil-built roughouts slightly deformed by RKE

A minor part of the examined material provides evidence of slight modification of walls, indicative of what Roux and Courty have described as wheel-coiling method 1. Those pots/sherds are characterized by non-stretched clay walls, differential surface morphologies, irregular wall thickness and uneven reliefs due to discontinuous pressures applied while joining the coils and thinning the walls without RKE. The use of the wheel is only confirmed by macro-features such as horizontal and rectilinear striations, rare slightly undulated surfaces corresponding to coils that have been created during the final operations of shaping the roughout by RKE. The pots providing such macro-features are discerned by the prominent horizontal and random orientation of voids/inclusions. This kind of distribution implies different types of discontinuous pressures for joining coils.
Table 6 Chaînes opératoires identified at Ayios Vasileios through macroscopic examination and X-Ray analysis. For description of contexts see KARDAMAKI 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chaîne</th>
<th>Roux’s method</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Chronology</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Goblet FS 263</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit, Foundation Trench Γ14β</td>
<td>LH IIIA1/LH III2, LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Globular kylix FS 264</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Crater/goblet</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Kylix/goblet</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>Foundation Trench Γ14β</td>
<td>LH IIIA1/LH III2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Alabastron FS 84/85</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Closed shapes</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit, Foundation Trench Γ14β</td>
<td>LH IIIA1/LH III2, LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Cups FS 219/220</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Conical bowl FS 290/300/301</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>Building B</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Early</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Deep bowl FS 284</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>Post-destruction layers above court</td>
<td>LH IIIB2 Late/LH IIC Early</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Miscellaneous/open</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit, Building B</td>
<td>LH IIIA1/LH III2–LH IIIA2 Late</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Rhyton FS 199</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Kylix FS 267</td>
<td>Fine Plain</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit, Building B, Fresco dump</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle–LH IIIA2 Late</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Kylix FS 264/266</td>
<td>Fine Plain</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit, Foundation Trench Γ14β</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Early–LH IIIA2 Late</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Kylix-bases and kylix-stems</td>
<td>Fine Plain</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit, Foundation Trench Γ14β, Building B, Fresco dump</td>
<td>LH IIIA1/LH III2–LH IIIA2 Late</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Goblet/kylix</td>
<td>Fine Plain</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Goblet FS 263</td>
<td>Fine Plain</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit, Fresco dump</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle–LH IIIA2 Late</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Angular bowl FS 295</td>
<td>Fine Plain</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit, Fresco dump, south stoa</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle–LH IIIB Middle</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Con. cup FS 204</td>
<td>Fine Plain</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit, Foundation Trench Γ14β, Building B, Fresco dump</td>
<td>LH IIIA1/LH IIIA2–LH IIIA2 Late</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Crater (horizontal and vertical handles)</td>
<td>Fine Plain</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit, Fresco dump</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle–LH IIIA2 Late</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Dipper FS 236</td>
<td>Fine Plain</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Open shape</td>
<td>Fine Plain</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit, Fresco dump</td>
<td>LH II2 Middle–LH IIIA2 Late</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Closed shape</td>
<td>Fine Plain</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit, south stoa</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle–LH IIIB Middle</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Flat based cooking jug, cooking rims, lamp</td>
<td>Plain Medium Coarse/cooking</td>
<td>Southeastern Deposit, Fresco dump</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle, LH IIIA2 Late</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and thinning the walls and shows that the later introduction of RKE into the process has not influenced the microstructure of coils. In some pots, we can discern small zones with diagonally orientated voids that indicate the effect of RKE on particular vessel’s parts, like rims, where the wheel was probably used more intensively. Otherwise, the overall microstructure suggests coil-built roughouts that preserve most of the characteristics of coiling and indicate the use of the wheel only during the final operations as a secondary forming technique.137

4.1.5. Identification of chaînes opératoires

Regarding the use of wheel-coiling techniques at Ayios Vasileios, the combination of the macroscopic and X-Ray data along with the typological and stylistic features of the examined assemblage has allowed the classification of wheelmade pottery according to chaînes opératoires (Tabs. 6–7). Two main chaînes opératoires have been identified, each one based on a specific wheel-coiling method (Tabs. 8–9).

---

137 Of the two X-Ray samples showing the wheel-coiling method 1, the first belongs to a large coarse vessel (sample XRay 18; Fig. 26) and the other to a small plain conical cup of medium fine fabric (sample XRay 8; Figs. 11 and 21). Two further X-Ray samples exhibiting wheel-coiling method 1 belong to non-local fabrics and will be published elsewhere (see above n. 131).
Table 7  Catalogue of the samples examined through macroscopic and X-ray analysis at Ayios Vasileios. From the sherds studied only macroscopically, the table contains only the samples that are illustrated in the present study. For description of contexts see KARDAMAKI 2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample no.</th>
<th>XRay sample</th>
<th>Roux’s method</th>
<th>Chain</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Fabric code</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Chronology</th>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Publication reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Con. cup FS 204</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c medium fine</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 768)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>1b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Con. cup FS 204</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>2c, 18d</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 20.306</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Kylix FS 264?</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 768)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>1c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Con. cup FS 204</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>16a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 779)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>2a, 5d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Open shape</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 779)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>6c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Con. cup FS 204</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 779)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>15b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Open shape</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 779)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>4c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 779)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>17d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>17a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31AV</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>LAC2</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 779)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>25c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4 gray</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 779)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>20b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38AV</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>LAC2</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>17c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 779)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>2b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Open shape</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td></td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 765)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>5b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Conical Rhyton FS 199</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>3f light red</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>3b, 6b</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 17.281</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Goblet</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>3f</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>17f</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample no.</td>
<td>XRay sample</td>
<td>Roux’s method</td>
<td>Chaine</td>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Fabric code</td>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Chronology</td>
<td>Figure</td>
<td>Publication reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61AV</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>LAC2</td>
<td>Kylix/kantharos</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>22a</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 18.297</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Miniature cup</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>3f light red</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 776)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>1a</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 17.278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68AV</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>LAC2</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 779)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>22b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 779)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>1e, 5e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 779)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>20c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79AV</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>LAC2</td>
<td>Cup FS219</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>3g</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>23a</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 17.277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Con. cup FS 204</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>16c</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 20.311</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83AV</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>LAC2</td>
<td>Con. cup FS 204</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 769)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>23b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87AV</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>LAC2</td>
<td>Con. cup FS 204</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 773)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>4a, 5g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89AV</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>LAC2</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 773)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>24a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Closed shape</td>
<td>Medium coarse</td>
<td>5 Mica-ceous</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>1f</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102AV</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>LAC2</td>
<td>Con. cup FS 204</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 763)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>24b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Open shape</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td></td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 777)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>5c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Carinated kylix FS 267</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>20a</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 18.291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109AV</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>LAC2</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 773)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>22d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Building B/Room 6</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Late</td>
<td>17e</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 10.176</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Fresco Dump (context nr. 122a)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Late</td>
<td>17i, 20d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample no.</td>
<td>XRay sample</td>
<td>Roux’s method</td>
<td>Chain</td>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Fabric code</td>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Chronology</td>
<td>Figure</td>
<td>Publication reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Con. cup</td>
<td>FS 204</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Fresco Dump</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Late</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 14.221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Crater</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Fresco Dump</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Late</td>
<td>6a</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 14.222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156AV</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>LAC2</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4 green</td>
<td>Fresco Dump</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Late</td>
<td>5h, 25a–b</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 13.211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Carinated kylix</td>
<td>FS 267</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4 green</td>
<td>Building B/Room 6</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Late</td>
<td>7a, 41.2</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 10.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172AV</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>LAC2</td>
<td>Open shape</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Fresco Dump (context nr. 166III)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Late</td>
<td>22c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Closed shape?</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>Second burnt</td>
<td>South Stoa (context nr. 1054)</td>
<td>LH IIIB Middle</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175AV</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>LAC2</td>
<td>Con. cup</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c light</td>
<td>South Stoa (context nr. 1054)</td>
<td>LH IIIB Middle</td>
<td>24c, 42.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Carinated kylix</td>
<td>FS 267</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>Second burnt</td>
<td>South Stoa (context nr. 1054)</td>
<td>LH IIIB Middle</td>
<td>17b, h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Closed shape</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Construction Fill Trench 2 Square Γ14β (context nr. 982)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Early</td>
<td>3a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Closed shape</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>3 gray</td>
<td>Construction Fill Trench 2 Square Γ14β (context nr. 982)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Early</td>
<td>4d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Open shape</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>15e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Conical cup</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c medium fine</td>
<td>Construction Fill Trench 2 Square Γ14β (context nr. 971)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Early</td>
<td>18a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Goblet</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>3f light red</td>
<td>Construction Fill Trench 2 Square Γ14β (context nr. 979)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Early</td>
<td>1d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Construction Fill Trench 2 Square Γ14β (context nr. 975)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Early</td>
<td>17g, 41.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample no.</td>
<td>XRay sample</td>
<td>Roux's method</td>
<td>Chaîne</td>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Fabric code</td>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Chronology</td>
<td>Figure</td>
<td>Publication reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Con. cup</td>
<td>FS 204</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c</td>
<td>Construction Fill Trench 2 Square Γ14β (context nr. 975)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Early</td>
<td>5f, 16b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202AV</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Deep bowl</td>
<td>FS 284</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>3f light red</td>
<td>Trench E136</td>
<td>LH IIIB/ IIC Early</td>
<td>5a, 40.5</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI — VASILEOGAMVROU forthcoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261AV</td>
<td>XRay sample 2</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Crater</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c light, 4 gray</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>12b</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 19.302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262AV</td>
<td>XRay sample 3</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Crater</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 19.300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263AV</td>
<td>XRay sample 4</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Globular kylix</td>
<td>FS 264</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4c, 4 gray</td>
<td>South stoa, destruction deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIB Middle</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 20.318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264AV</td>
<td>XRay sample 5</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Con. cup</td>
<td>FS 204</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c medium fine</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit (context nr. 779)</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>13, 41.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265AV</td>
<td>XRay sample 6</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Alabaster</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>3f light red</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>15d, 40.4</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 17.283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>266AV</td>
<td>XRay sample 7</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Crater</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4c</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>19a</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 19.301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267AV</td>
<td>XRay sample 8</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>LAC2</td>
<td>Con. cup</td>
<td>FS 204</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4b/c medium fine</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>11, 21, 42.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268AV</td>
<td>XRay sample 9</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Angular bowl</td>
<td>Large FS 295</td>
<td>Fine Plain (over-fired?)</td>
<td>4 gray</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>2d, 14, 15a, 16d, 41.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>269AV</td>
<td>XRay sample 10</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Carin. kylix</td>
<td>FS 267</td>
<td>Fine plain</td>
<td>4 gray</td>
<td>Fresco dump</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Late</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270AV</td>
<td>XRay sample 11</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>LAC1</td>
<td>Goblet</td>
<td>FS 263</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>3f light red (dust size silver sparkling incl.)</td>
<td>Southeastern deposit</td>
<td>LH IIIA2 Middle</td>
<td>18c, 40.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a coil deployed as a spiral (Fig. 16a–b) whereas a smaller part is characterized by bases made by one flattened slab or even more clay layers (flattened pieces of clay) (Fig. 16c–d), on which the coils of the body are subsequently successively built one upon the other.\footnote{For the slab-layer technique, see Kozatsas et al. 2018; For the combination of this technique with RKE see Todor 2019.} Regarding such composite shapes as kylikes and goblets, it seems that the different parts are
made separately, to be attached one after the other from the bottom to the top. On the one hand, the stem is added to a flattened disc made usually by coiling and sometimes by a slab, and both parts seem to be attached and shaped with the help of RKE (Fig. 17a–b). On the other hand, the coils are placed around the upper part of the stem (Fig. 17c–f) in order to

---

**Fig. 14** Ayios Vasileios. Example of the chaîne opératoire LAC1 (268AV - XRay sample 9) (Photo by M. Choleva) (XRay by I. Basourakos, medical center Sparta)

**Fig. 15** Ayios Vasileios. Macro-features indicative of the wheel-coiling method 3: (a) 268AV (XRay sample 9); (b) 12AV; (c) 300AV; (d) 265AV (XRay sample 6); (e) 185AV (Photos by M. Choleva)

**Fig. 16** Ayios Vasileios. Macro-features indicative of bases made by a spiraled coil or a slab: (a) 6AV; (b) 198AV; (c) 81AV; (d) 268AV (Photos by M. Choleva)
build up the body of the bowl with coils (Fig. 17g–h), following the operations identified in other open shapes, i.e. joining the coils, thinning and shaping the roughout by RKE. The bottom-up construction of kylikes and goblets is suggested by the following evidence: the upper edge of the stem of many pots present a ‘pointed’-like shape, which seems to ‘serve’ a kind of surface for joining the coils of the bowl’s body. Coil seams observed on this joining area between the stem and the body run around the aforementioned edge, thus indicating the building of the bowl on the stem (see Fig. 17d–g). The absence of expected torsional ripples (see below) suggests that this operation is executed either without the involvement of RKE or with the use of very low speeds. Once the roughout stage has been completed, the various vessels are submitted to different finishing operations. The most common surface treatment is smoothing/wiping the surface by RKE when humid, as the fine and dense striations on

Fig. 17 Ayios Vasileios. Macro-features indicative of forming operations involved in composite shapes: (a) 25AV; (b) 176AV; (c) 38AV; (d) 19AV; (e) 121AV; (f) 59AV; (g) 197AV; (h) 176AV; (i) 132AV (Photos by M. Choleva)

Fig. 18 Ayios Vasileios. Macro-features indicative RKE finishing operations: (a) 189AV; (b) 273AV (XRay sample 14); (c) 270AV (XRay sample 11); (d) 2AV (Photos by M. Choleva)
Fig. 19 Ayios Vasileios. Macro-features indicative of turning: (a) 266AV (XRay sample 7); (b) 274AV (XRay sample 16) (Photos by M. Choleva)

Fig. 20 Ayios Vasileios. Macro-features indicative of finishing operations involved in composites shapes: (a) 107AV; (b) 35AV; (c) 76AV; (d) 132AV (Photos by M. Choleva)

Fig. 21 Ayios Vasileios. Example of the chaîne opératoire LAC2 (267AV - XRay sample 8) (Photo by M. Choleva) (XRay by I. Basourakos, medical center Sparta)

Fig. 22 Ayios Vasileios. Macro-features indicative of the wheel-coiling method 1: (a) 61AV; (b) 68AV; (c) 172AV; (d) 109AV (Photos by M. Choleva)
the interior and exterior surfaces indicate (Fig. 18a–c). Especially the conical cups are detached from the wheel while rotating with a string (semi-circular striations underneath) (Fig. 18d). A few pots, however, are treated in a different way. Some bowls and cups are placed upside-down and are turned when leather hard (scraped while rotating) to regularize the lower part; this operation creates deep and sharp horizontal and rectilinear striations on surfaces and concentric striations underneath the base (Fig. 19a–b). For the kylikes and goblets, it seems that all the parts of the vessels are finally wiped in tandem through slow rotations that leave fine superficial striations all over the surfaces (Fig. 20a–b). At some final stage of the finishing operations, these pots must have been placed upside down and treated on the wheel, as the dome and the concentric striations made by RKE underneath the disc suggest (Fig. 20c–d).

(b) Chaîne opératoire LAC 2 (Fig. 21): This chaîne sporadically occurs among fine and medium fine plain conical cups and kylikes and among some painted vessels such as goblets or cups, and thus overlaps in its shape repertoire with that of the preceding chaîne LAC 1 (see Tab. 9). However, the vessels of chaîne LAC 2 are made according to the wheel-coiling method 1: the coils are formed and joined, and the roughout is thinned by discontinuous pressures (Fig. 22c–d). RKE is only used during the final operation of shaping the roughout. The pots are thus only slightly modified by RKE (Fig. 22c–d). The ways of forming the bases vary as in the case of the previous chaîne: bases are made either of a slab (Fig. 23a) or a spiral coil (Fig. 23b). Most of the pots are wiped with the help of RKE (Fig. 24a) whereas some of them are either self-slipped (i.e. covered by a thin layer of clay) and left untreated by any subsequent finishing operation (Fig. 24b) or smoothed without RKE (Fig. 24c). The pots, especially the conical cups, are removed from the wheel while rotating (see Fig. 24b), whereas the kylikes seem to be made in the same way as those of the chaîne LAC 1 (Fig. 25a–b).

(c) Chaîne opératoire LAC 3 (Fig. 26): This rare chaîne is identified by a variation of the wheel-coiling method 1 and is represented by a single sample, belonging to a medium coarse cooking tripod. The wheel seems to be involved in the very end of the manufacturing process for shaping the preform of the vessel. The identi-
fied macro-features like fine horizontal and superficial striations rather suggest a rotational movement enacted by the hands on a support and not necessarily by a potter’s wheel able to produce RKE (Fig. 27b). The roughout of this pot is probably made by big coils. However, the randomly distributed elongated voids along with long horizontal joints on breaks could also indicate the use of slabs (Fig. 27a). After being regularized by rotational movement, the pot is then submitted to finishing operations such as smoothing without RKE.

139 For microtraces related to slab-building, see Vandiver 1987.
4.1.6. Craft behaviours over time

The identification of three chaînes opératoires within the wheelmade production at Ayios Vasileios reveals distinct levels of technical specialization embedded in the use of the wheel, each one implying different craft behaviours that seem to have varied slightly over time (Tabs. 10–11).

The chaîne LAC 1 (method 3) is founded on well-coordinated and organized gestures mediated by RKE that imply a specific set of specialized motor and cognitive skills activating the manufacturing process. These skills correspond to a specific know-how that merges the coiling operations with usage of the wheel from an early stage of the forming process. This technical knowledge characterizes a highly specialized craft behaviour that underlies the manufacture of a wide spectrum of shapes over time, mainly belonging to fine to medium fine vessels. This craft behaviour is confirmed since LH IIB whereas it represents the commonest forming technology enacting the wheelmade production throughout LH IIIA in the course of which the wheel-based typology has been considerably enlarged (see Tab. 10). It also occurs in the only pot of LH IIIB2/IIIC Early date among the wheelmade vessels that we have examined for this study (see Tab. 11).

The chaîne LAC 2 (method 1), in turn, is grounded in an ‘elementary’ knowledge of the potter’s wheel which is inserted in the manufacturing process only during the final stage of the primary forming process. It is therefore associated with a craft behaviour that is mostly founded on gestures that are not mediated by RKE. Contrary to chaîne LAC 1, the gestures related to the mastery of RKE during shaping operations in LAC 2 imply a lower technical specialization and are related to a set of motor and cognitive skills specific to a craft behaviour founded on less familiarity with the

---

Table 10  Ayios Vasileios. Wheelmade shapes over time

Table 11  Ayios Vasileios. Chaînes opératoires over studied phases
potter’s wheel. This craft behaviour is marginal within the studied assemblage and it is associated with pots dating to LH IIIA2-IIIIB1, whereas it occurs in a limited range of shapes which are all typical of the chaîne LAC 1.

Finally, the chaîne LAC 3 (variation of method 1) is founded on a craft behaviour that is exclusively built upon gestures not mediated by RKE. The use of the wheel is exploited only to regularize the surfaces and it does not necessarily imply some specialized knowledge of the potter’s wheel. The underlying craft behaviour is related to a different kind of pottery in terms of both morpho-stylistic types and fabrics and it is associated with the manufacture of one medium coarse cooking tripod of a micaceous fabric closely related to the manufacture of one medium coarse cooking tripod of a micaceous fabric closely related to Kytheran and Cretan pottery traditions.

4.2. Comparative data from the Argolid

The potting technology underlying wheelmade production in the Argolid has been explored through the macroscopic examination of 26 selected vessels and vessel fragments from Tiryns and 7 vessel fragments from Tall Zirā’a (Tabs. 12–13). The analysis has been completed by X-ray analysis of the 7 samples from Tall Zirā’a. The examined pottery mostly belongs to fine wares, both painted and plain, and they include deep bowls, cups, stemmed bowls, one goblet, kylikes, kraters, alabastra, stirrup jars, piriform jars and cooking pots.

The finds from Tiryns predominantly consist of vessels produced either in the last phase of the palace period (LH IIB Final, 15 samples) or in the earliest phase of the post-palatial period (LH IIIC Early 1, 7 samples). They were all found in the layers stratified on top of the Western Staircase, a main ascent to the Upper Citadel140. These include painted and unpainted fine ware vessels as well as medium coarse cooking pots (Fig. 43). In addition, we examined four painted fine-ware vessels found on the Lower Citadel in strata belonging to earlier phases of the palace period (LH IIIB Early and LH IIIB Middle) (Tab. 12).141 According to our macroscopic examination, one group of these Tirynthian finds belongs to fabrics examples of which could be assigned to the northern Argolid by means of NAA in other research projects (chemical group MYBE) (Tab. 12, 4, 6–7, 9–10, 25–26).142 Another group of painted vessels show slightly different fabric characteristics and may represent local products of the southern Argolid, the region of Tiryns itself (see Tab. 12 for description of fabrics).

All the Mycenaean fragments found at the site of Tall Zirā’a, which is situated to the east of the Jordan valley, come from disturbed settlement contexts.143 Yet, they can be typologically dated and belong to the early and developed palatial period. More specifically, five vessels are certainly or with high probability LH IIIA1 products (Fig. 44.1–4, 6), while two were most probably made during LH IIIA2 (Fig. 44.5, 7). Chemical analyses (NAA) conducted by Hans Mommsen revealed the production regions for three of these vessels, which all date to LH IIIA1. A kylix and a medium-sized piriform jar (samples 5TZ and 8TZ) show the characteristic chemical pattern of the northern Argolid (MYBE), while a goblet (sample 6TZ) came from the southern Argolid (chemical pattern TIR). Those four for which no NAA results are available (samples 1TZ, 2TZ, 4TZ and 7TZ), can all be assigned to the northern Argolid based on the fabric similarity they exhibit in comparison with the two MYBE samples. In conclusion, we can take the seven Tall Zirā’a vessels as representative of Argive painted fine wares made during the early to developed palace period. Furthermore, their find place in Jordan suggests that they represent products of those very workshops in the Argolid that became mainly engaged in a specialized export production from LH IIIA onwards.

4.2.1. The macroscopic and X-Ray examination of the Argive wheelmade pottery

Macro- and micro-features

As at Ayios Vasileios, the macroscopic analysis of pottery from Tiryns and Tall Zirā’a revealed the use of the wheel-coiling technique instead of wheel-throwing. On the one hand, the studied material from both sites is macroscopically characterized by the presence of concentric parallel deep undulations in the form of bands, uniform relief and regular profiles, suggesting strongly modified roughouts under the impact of RKE (Fig. 28). Horizontal rectilinear dense striations

140 For that stratigraphy see KARDAKAKI 2009; KARDAKAKI 2015b.
141 SCHÖNFELD 1988.
142 DEMAKOPOULOU ET AL. 2017.
143 JUNG Forthcoming.
Table 12  Catalogue of the samples examined through macroscopic analysis at Tiryns. Density of inclusions is described as “occasional, some, frequent, high” following Rutter 1993. Size of inclusions: dust size, small (<2 mm), medium (2–4 mm), big (>4 mm). For colour of clay and surfaces in fine painted ware see Kardamaki 2009. In fine plain Munsell colours vary between light red, red and light brown. Surfaces in fine plain classified as: rough (wheel marks visible), standard (wheel marks smoothed), polished (cf. Wardle 1969, 281).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample no.</th>
<th>Roux’s method</th>
<th>Chaîne</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Fabric code</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Chronology</th>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Publication reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Deep bowl A FS 284</td>
<td>Fine painted (lustrous paint)</td>
<td>cf. Jung 2008, M10–13 for colors, but with small white, grey, brown particles (density: “occasional” to “some”) (very rarely size of inclusions between 2–4 mm)</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 2</td>
<td>LH IIIB2 Late</td>
<td>30d, 32a</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2009, pl. 4.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pictorial Crater FS 281</td>
<td>Fine painted (lustrous paint)</td>
<td>cf. sample no. 1</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 2</td>
<td>LH IIIB2 Late</td>
<td>28c</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2009, pl. 11.147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Large deep bowl A FS 284</td>
<td>Fine painted (lustrous paint)</td>
<td>red clay/slip, small white, grey, brown particles (density: “occasional”)</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 2/1</td>
<td>LH IIIB2 Late/LH IIIC Early 1</td>
<td>35b</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2009, pl. 12.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium band Cup FS 215</td>
<td>Fine painted (lustrous paint)</td>
<td>cf. Jung 2008, fabric M10</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 1</td>
<td>LH IIIC Early 1</td>
<td>39d</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2009, pl. 27.574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Deep bowl A FS 284</td>
<td>Fine painted (lustrous paint)</td>
<td>cf. sample no. 1</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 1</td>
<td>LH IIIC Early 1</td>
<td>29b, 32b</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2009, pl. 17.329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Small stirrup jar</td>
<td>Fine painted (lustrous paint)</td>
<td>cf. Jung 2008, fabric M10</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 1</td>
<td>LH IIIC Early 1</td>
<td>38c</td>
<td>Kardamaki 2009, pl. 16.269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stemmed bowl FS 304</td>
<td>Fine painted (lustrous paint)</td>
<td>cf. Jung 2008, fabric M10</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 1</td>
<td>LH IIIBC Early 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2009, pl. 15.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Closed vessel</td>
<td>Fine painted (lustrous paint)</td>
<td>Cf. sample no. 1</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 1 (context nr. 1574, 1291)</td>
<td>LH IIIBC Early 1</td>
<td>32c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Small stirrup jar</td>
<td>Fine painted (lustrous paint)</td>
<td>cf. Jung 2008, fabric M10</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 2</td>
<td>LH IIIB2 Late</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2009, pl. 6.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Closed vessel</td>
<td>Fine painted (lustrous paint)</td>
<td>cf. Jung 2008, fabric M10</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 1</td>
<td>LH IIIC Early 1</td>
<td>29a</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2009, pl. 32.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample no.</td>
<td>Roux's method</td>
<td>Chaine</td>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Fabric code</td>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Chronology</td>
<td>Figure</td>
<td>Publication reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td>Deep bowl A with dotted rim FS 284</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>Cf. sample no. 1</td>
<td>Western Staircase, Zone 1</td>
<td>LH IIIC Early 1</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2009, pl. 21.442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td>Rosette deep bowl FS 284</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>very fine, no visible inclusions</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 2/1</td>
<td>LH IIIB2 Late/LH IIIC Early 1</td>
<td>KARDAMAKI 2009, pl. 12.172</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td>Carin. kylix FS 267</td>
<td>Fine Plain rough surface, small white soft, dark inclusions (density: “occasional”) (size of inclusions rarely between 2–4 or &gt;4 mm); silver sparkling dust size inclusions (density: “occasional”)</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 2 (context nr. 1523, 1587, 1612)</td>
<td>LH IIIB2 Late</td>
<td>2c, 32f, 37a–b, g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td>Ang. Bowl FS 295</td>
<td>Fine Plain standard/rough surfaces, soft, dark inclusions (density: “occasional” to &quot;some&quot;) (size of inclusions rarely between 2–4 or &gt;4 mm); silver sparkling dust size inclusions (density: “some”)</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 2 (context nr. 1441, 1389)</td>
<td>LH IIIB2 Late</td>
<td>29e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td>Ang. Bowl FS 295</td>
<td>Fine Plain standard/rough surfaces, soft, dark inclusions (density: “occasional” to &quot;some&quot;)</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 2 (context nr. 1441, 1475, 1549, 1558)</td>
<td>LH IIIB2 Late</td>
<td>30a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine plain standard/rough surface, small white soft, dark inclusions (density: “occasional” to “some”)</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 2 (context nr. 1490, 1487)</td>
<td>LH IIIB2 Late</td>
<td>28a, 37f, h, 39a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td>Carin. kylix FS 267</td>
<td>Fine Plain standard surface, small and very rarely big (&gt;4 mm) white soft, dark inclusions (density: “occasional”); silver sparkling dust size inclusions (density: “occasional”)</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 2 (context nr. 1231, 1291, 1362, 1364, 1444)</td>
<td>LH IIIB2 Late</td>
<td>31a, 32e, 37e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td>Cup FS 220</td>
<td>Fine Plain standard/rough surface, small white soft, dark inclusions (density: “occasional”); silver sparkling dust size inclusions (density: “occasional”)</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 2 (context nr. 1509, 1524, 1459, 1487, 1458)</td>
<td>LH IIIB2 Late</td>
<td>39b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample no.</td>
<td>Roux's method</td>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Fabric code</td>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Chronology</td>
<td>Figure</td>
<td>Publication reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20Ti–21Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td>Cook. pot</td>
<td>Medium coarse</td>
<td>Local (wheel-made)</td>
<td>sandy clay, small inclusions (size rarely between 2–4) (density “occasional”, rarely “some”)</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 2 (context nr. 20Ti: 1444, 1362, 1513, 1464 and 21Ti: 1362, 1260)</td>
<td>LH IIIB Late</td>
<td>28d, 30c, 36b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine Plain</td>
<td>rough surface, small and very rarely big (&gt;4 mm) white soft, dark inclusions (density: “occasional”); silver sparkling dust size inclusions (density: “occasional”)</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 2 (context nr. 1524, 1475)</td>
<td>LH IIIB Late</td>
<td>28b, 38a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td>Cup</td>
<td>Fine Plain</td>
<td>rough surfaces, white soft, dark inclusions (density: “occasional”)</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 2 (context nr. 1444, 1390, 1513)</td>
<td>LH IIIB Late</td>
<td>32d, 36a, 38b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine Plain</td>
<td>rough surface, small and very rarely big (&gt;4 mm) white soft, dark inclusions (density: “occasional”); silver sparkling dust size inclusions (density: “occasional”)</td>
<td>Western staircase, Zone 2 (context nr. 1362)</td>
<td>LH IIIB Late</td>
<td>39c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>cf. JUNG 2008, fabric M10</td>
<td>Lower Citadel LXI 42/80 XVIa</td>
<td>LH IIIB Middle</td>
<td>37c–d</td>
<td>SCHÖNFELD 1988, fig. 5.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>(lustrous paint)</td>
<td>cf. JUNG 2008, fabric M10</td>
<td>Lower Citadel LXII 42/71 XIVa</td>
<td>LH IIIB Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td>SCHÖNFELD 1988, fig. 11.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td>Kylix</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>cf. JUNG 2008, fabric M13</td>
<td>Lower Citadel TI LXII 43/13 XVIIb R215</td>
<td>LH IIIB Middle</td>
<td></td>
<td>SCHÖNFELD 1988, fig. 3.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28Ti</td>
<td>M3 ARG1</td>
<td>Stemmed bowl</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>cf. sample no. 1</td>
<td>Lower Citadel LXII 43/85 XVI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 13  Catalogue of the samples examined though macroscopic and X-Ray analysis at Tall Zirā’a. For description of contexts see Jung forthcoming.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample no.</th>
<th>XRay sample</th>
<th>Roux’ method</th>
<th>Chaîne</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Fabric code</th>
<th>Context (unstratified)</th>
<th>Chronology (based on typology)</th>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Publication reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1TZ</td>
<td>XRay sample 1</td>
<td>3 (or 4) ARG1</td>
<td>rounded alabastron, perhaps FT 85</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>cf. Jung 2008, fabric M10</td>
<td>TZ1331-003</td>
<td>probably LH IIIA2</td>
<td>32h, 33, 44.7</td>
<td>Jung, in press, pl. X.1.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2TZ</td>
<td>XRay sample 2</td>
<td>3 (or 4) ARG1</td>
<td>small piriform jar FT 45</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>cf. Jung 2008, fabric M10 (but secondarily burnt)</td>
<td>TZ2874-015</td>
<td>LH IIIA2</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>Jung, in press, pl. X.1.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4TZ</td>
<td>XRay sample 3</td>
<td>3 (or 4) ARG1</td>
<td>rounded alabastron FT 82 or 84</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>cf. Jung 2008, fabric M12</td>
<td>TZ3605-019</td>
<td>LH IIIA1</td>
<td>28e, 35a, 44.6</td>
<td>Jung, in press, pl. X.1.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5TZ</td>
<td>XRay sample 4</td>
<td>3 (or 4) ARG1</td>
<td>medium-sized piriform jar FT 30/31</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>cf. Jung 2008, fabric M10, not only white, but also gray particles (density: less than “occasional”); Mycenae (NAA)</td>
<td>TZ5105-072</td>
<td>LH IIIA1</td>
<td>32g, 44.3</td>
<td>Jung, in press, pl. X.1.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6TZ</td>
<td>XRay sample 5</td>
<td>3 (or 4) ARG1</td>
<td>goblet FT 255</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>for colors of paint cf. Jung 2008, fabric M10, color of surface 2.5Y 7/3 (pale yellow); color of break 7.5YR 7/4 (pink); gray particles (density: less than “occasional”); Tiryns (NAA)</td>
<td>TZ5143-016</td>
<td>LH IIIA1</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>Jung, in press, pl. X.1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7TZ</td>
<td>XRay sample 6</td>
<td>3 (or 4) ARG1</td>
<td>medium-sized piriform jar FT 30/31</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>cf. Jung 2008, fabric M13, not only white, but also gray particles (density: less than “occasional”)</td>
<td>TZ20018-025</td>
<td>LH IIIA1</td>
<td>31b, 34a, 44.4</td>
<td>Jung, in press, pl. X.1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8TZ</td>
<td>XRay sample 7</td>
<td>3 (or 4) ARG1</td>
<td>kylix of LH IIIA1 type</td>
<td>Fine painted</td>
<td>cf. Jung 2008, fabric M10, but in addition to white particles also brown particles (density: “occasional”); Mycenae (NAA)</td>
<td>TZ20586-001 (1–3), TZ 020586-015</td>
<td>LH IIIA1</td>
<td>29e, 34b, 44.2</td>
<td>Jung, in press, pl. X.1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
running around internal and external surfaces (Fig. 29) as well as concentric and semi-circular striations underneath the bases are also identified (Fig. 30), whereas compression ripples, known as “torsional ripples” reveal high pressures applied during shaping\textsuperscript{144} (Fig. 31). On the other hand, elongated fissures observed on the breaks, and shapeless ‘hollowed’ features on the surfaces sug-

\textsuperscript{144} Jeffra 2011, 129–130.
gest coil seams and thus indicate the presence of coil-built roughouts (Fig. 32). The radiographic analysis of the imported pottery of Tall Zirā‘a validates the use of the wheel-coiling technique for the Argive wheelmade production.¹⁴⁵ The clay matrix of the sherds is characterized by an intense diagonal orientation of voids, and sometimes inclusions. Contrary to Ayios Vasileios, there is no evidence for horizontally distributed elongated voids or occasional thinned areas in bodies (Fig. 33). On the other hand, larger long and shapeless voids with sharp to diffuse boundaries are observed indicating coil seams. Interestingly, the voids along coil seams follow, in many cases, the orientation of ‘structural’ voids: they are elongated and strongly inclined (Fig. 34a–b).

¹⁴⁵ The radiographs of three small stirrup jars, which were found on Rhodes and near Mycenae and are of Argive provenance according to NAA, also show traits characteristic for the wheel-coiling technique (Leonard et al. 1993, pls. 2b, 3d, 4d).
Degrees of RKE exploitation

The examined pottery produced in the Argolid shares common manufacturing attributes that imply a high degree of RKE exploitation. All the studied material is characterized by a strong wall modification created at least during joining the coils on the potter’s wheel. The diagnostic macro-features are therefore associated with the wheel-coiling method 3. In the X-radiographs, the prominent diagonal orientation of both ‘structural’ voids and coil seams reveals microstructures strongly modified by RKE. They suggest the effective and profound deformation of all the components of the ceramic material through continuous pressures with upwards direction during the building up of the walls. Contrary to Ayios Vasileios, the absence of certain areas with horizontally or randomly distributed elongated or flattened voids reveals the transformation of the assembled elements into a “homogeneous” volume and confirms Roux and Courty’s observation that the early exploitation of RKE in the forming process of the coil-building can result in more homogenized clay masses.146

This total deformation of roughouts observed in the two assemblages of Argive pottery could thus be related to (a) either a greater exploitation of

---

146 Roux and Courty 1998, 753–754.
RKE, that means stronger forces, enhanced stability in the application of continuous pressure, and higher speed during the joining of the coils, and therefore to the usage of the wheel-coiling method 3; or (b) to the use of the potter’s wheel from the very beginning of the forming operations, i.e. forming the coils on the wheel, and hence to the wheel-coiling method 4. However, without excluding the second scenario but taken cognizance of the lack of experimental data and the difficulty in discerning macroscopically pots made by method 3 from those made by method 4, we should consider the striking resemblance of the RKE-derived macro-features of the Argive pots to those identified in the pottery of Ayios Vasileios as an indicator for the use of a variant of the wheel-coiling method 3. In any case, the strongly deformed roughouts of those pots suggest the early use of the potter’s wheel in the manufacturing process. It is further important to note that according to the NAA results the variant of method 3 (or method 4) that is characteristic for the Argolid, practiced both in the north and in the south of the region.

4.2.2. Identification of chaînes opératoires and craft behaviours

Despite the heterogeneity of the ceramic material in terms of context and dating and despite the small examined sample, the macroscopic and X-ray analysis shed light on a similar way of using the wheel in the forming process and showed a commonly shared chaîne opératoire, here termed ARG1, behind all the Argive pots. The examined ceramic assemblages of Argive manufacture consist exclusively of pottery made by the wheel-coiling method 3 (or perhaps by method 4), which was used as a primary forming technique (Fig. 35a–b). The pots are composed by coils while the wheel, reaching high speeds and involving constant continuous pressures, is used for joining the different elements, thinning the walls and shaping the roughout. The underlying chaîne is therefore founded on the early exploitation of RKE in the forming process and produces a wide spectrum of shapes of different dimensions, sizes and coarseness, which belong to both plain, monochrome and painted wares (bowls, cups, kylikes, krater, closed vessels, alabastra, jars, and cooking pots) (Tabs. 12–13).

Regarding the specific potting practices involved in the operational sequence, it is notable that the few bases of bowls and cups that were examined provide evidence for the use of a small flattened slab (Fig. 36a), on which the coils of the body are attached to build up the walls, whereas few examples are made by coil(s) (Fig. 36b). The kylikes, in turn, seem to be made in the same way as the ones of chaîne LAC 1 from Ayios Vasileios. Their body is built by coils (Fig. 37a–g) which are attached to the upper part of the roughout of the lower part that, in turn, consists of the stem and the disc base (Fig. 37d). Interestingly, most of those disc bases are made by a slab or superposed slabs (Fig. 37a–b). Contrary to Ayios Vasileios, the stems (especially in the plain kylikes) are characterized by torsional ripples which suggest the junction and the shaping of both the stem and the bowl-body on the wheel and hence the bottom-up manufacture of the pots (see Figs. 31a-b, 37b). Most of them would have been finished upside down on a slowly rotating wheel as the fine concentric striations and the wheelmade dome underneath indicate, in the same way as at Ayios Vasileios (Fig. 37h). However, some others present an exceptional technical attribute and which has not yet been identified among the Lakonian kylikes. The disc bases of certain unpainted kylikes bear underneath semi-circular string marks indicative of their removal from the wheel while rotating, an evidence suggesting, again, the bottom-up wheel-shaping of the vessels (Fig. 38a; see also Fig. 37a). This technical feature is actually closely related with another shape, the conical cup, regardless of its place of manufacture. Interestingly enough, when it comes to kylikes,

147 Roux 2017, 114.
148 Unfortunately, the resolution of the published radiographs of the Argive stirrup jars investigated by Leonard et al. (1993, pls. 2b, 3d, 4d) does not allow a detailed comparison with our data regarding this specific aspect.
149 The chemical pattern MYBE of samples 5TZ and 8TZ points to a manufacture in the region of Mycenae (northern Argolid), while the chemical pattern TIR of sample 6TZ can be assigned to Tiryns in the southern Argolid (Mommsen in: Jung forthcoming).
150 According to the experiment of Jeffra (2011, 130) torsional ripples have the tendency to be specific to the wheel-coiling methods 3 and 4.
151 Kylix-bases with semi-circular marks are attested at least as early as LH IIIA2 in the NE Peloponnese (Thomas 2011A, 214 and Fig. 23.257).
152 Conical cups usually have this type of string-cut base wherever they appear, be it in Crete, where they originate, or in the Eastern Aegean or on the Greek mainland.
Fig. 35 Tiryns and Tall Zirā. Examples of the chaîne opératoire ARG1: (a) 4TZ (XRay sample 3); (b) 3Ti (Photos by M. Choleva and R. Jung) (XRay by G. Stangl, X-ray Service GmbH Austria)

Fig. 36 Tiryns. Macro-features indicative of bases made by a slab or coils from Tiryns: (a) 23Ti; (b) 21Ti (Photos by M. Choleva)
this method of detachment from the wheel concerns mainly one type, i.e. the carinated kylix (FS 267), and was not used in the manufacture of conical or rounded kylikes. Moreover, it seems to have been a peculiarly Argive practice, since kylikes outside the Argolid and the NE Peloponnese rarely exhibit this feature. This kind of string marks are also observed underneath unpainted bowls and cups (Fig. 38b) as well as on the interior of a false neck belonging to a small painted stirrup jar and it therefore reveals that removing pots or different parts of them from a spinning wheel was a common practice for many shapes in the Argolid (Fig. 38c). As for the surface treatment, most of the pots are wiped and smoothed on the wheel (Fig. 39a–d) whereas the lower parts of some others are scraped by RKE (turning) (Fig. 39e).

The chaîne opératoire ARG1 identified among all the wheelmade pots originating from either northern or southern Argive workshops was enacted by complex gestures requiring demanding

---

153 See KARDAMAKI FORTHCOMING.
154 But see Catling 2009, 404; Fig. 175.WE77; 179.WS52; 190. PD140, 143–144 for solid kylix bases with cut marks from LH IIIA2/LH IIIB and LH IIIB/LH IIIC Early deposits at the Menelaion. According to Catling, bases of this type are in the minority. Thomas 2011B, 301, remarks that kylikes with flat, unfinished bases are frequent in the Argolid. However, they would not have provided good stability on flat surfaces – in contrast to kylikes with domed bases.
155 In Pylos this feature appears on miniature kylikes but also dippers (Hruby 2006, 187, Fig. 6.5, 188)
motor and cognitive skills for the mastery of the potter’s wheel. From this perspective, the underlying craft behaviour is built upon a highly specialized technical knowledge. Despite the differences in some potting practices (see below), this craft behaviour shares the same knowledge of the wheel as the one identified behind the dominant chaîne opératoire at Ayios Vasileios (LAC 1). Interestingly, as in Laconia, this craft behaviour seems to be already in action in LH III A1 as the imported northern and southern Argive pots from Tall Zirāca suggest and was maintained through LH IIIC Early as the presumably northern and southern Argive pots from Tiryns reveal (see Tab. 12).

5. The Technology of Mycenaean Pottery Production

5.1. The spread of the potter’s wheel

To address the issue of when the potter’s wheel came to be widely adopted in Mycenaean pottery workshops, we must mainly refer to published data, which are – unfortunately – still rather insufficient. First, the development of wheelmade pottery production on the Greek mainland during the MBA is far from being understood in any detail. Sufficient quantitative data for assessing the overall percentage – and its change over time – are lacking even for the early Mycenaean phases (LH I–IIA). LH I and LH II Mycenaean painted pottery is wheelmade – at least in its majority –, and the same may be true of the LH II plain and/or burnished goblets.

In some regions such as the north-eastern Peloponnese and Messenia, large-scale use of the wheel must have started early. For the destruction deposit of a house at Traghāna Vorouïa large quantities of LH I decorated and wheelmade pots are reported, but no precise percentages are available for the different Mycenaean and non-Mycenaean pottery classes. At Tsoungiza, wheelmade plain pottery was well established already by LH I, but in its majority it still seems to have consisted of handmade vessels. By LH II A, both plain and painted Mycenaean pottery was reportedly wheelmade, while only the imported Aeginetan matt painted and cooking pot fabrics were handmade. At Nichoria, an increase of fine wares, most of which were burnished, took place in LH II and

---

156 For new stratified material see e.g. Hale 2016.
158 Rutter 1993, 72. Some of the medium coarse, pale surfaced sherd are wheelmade.
159 Rutter 1993, 59. 68–72; see also Rutter 2015, 208, table 1.
this was interpreted as wheelthrown production – according to the traditional paradigm.\textsuperscript{160} At the same time however, the coarser wares and some other fabrics (such as dull painted and matt painted wares as well as cooking pottery) remained handmade. However, we have to note that the available evidence is still scarce.\textsuperscript{161} At Ayios Vasileios, on the other hand, the majority of the plainwares are still handmade in LH IIA while wheelmade goblets become frequent only from LH IIB onwards.\textsuperscript{162}

From the above it is clear that in some regions and most notably the NE and SW Peloponnese the fine tablewares (whether polished or burnished) were largely wheelmade at the latest from LH IIA or IIB onwards. Thus, the spread of the potters’ wheel occurred during the formative phase of the Mycenaean economy, before the establishment of

\textsuperscript{160} DICKINSON 1992, 472–473, 486.
\textsuperscript{161} ZERNER 2008; DICKINSON 1992.
\textsuperscript{162} HACHTMANN forthcoming. Also, at Ayios Stephanos there is no evidence for wheelmade goblets prior to LH IIB. ZERNER 2008.
Fig. 41  Ayios Vasileios. Fine plain ware: (01) 197AV; (2) 157AV; (03) 261AV (XRay sample 2); (04) 268AV (XRay sample 9); (5) 264AV (XRay sample 5); (6) 301AV (cooking ware rim, method 3; not included in table 7).

Scale 1:3 (drawings by A. Poelstra Traga)
the palaces and their bureaucracies. Furthermore, the assessment of the different Peloponnesian sites seems to indicate that the Argolid set the standards, since some of the most typical Mycenaean plain shapes seem to appear for the first time in large quantities in the NE Peloponnes. \[^{163}\] The adoption of the wheel may have been connected with the growing importance of unpainted fine wares, and this technological change may then have facilitated subsequent real mass production starting in the early palace period (LH IIIB/IIIA1).

This is of course not to say that hand-forming techniques went totally out of use after the Early Mycenaean period. During LH IIIA1 the use of the wheel must have increased, but in some regions handmade vessels remained popular. \[^{164}\] At Ayios Vasilieos, the hand-building technique is also attested for certain closed vessels or cooking pots that continue a MH III tradition. \[^{165}\] This is also true for the plain hydrias, jugs and amphoras from the Menelaion. \[^{166}\] In some LH IIIA1/LH IIIA2 contexts from Ayios Vasilieos these plain handmade jars account for 6\% of the rim sherds but in LH IIIA2 they become rare. \[^{167}\] The use of handmade bowls of various shapes is attested in some Mycenaean palaces even up to LH III C Early while the manufacture of pithoi or vats in hand-forming techniques remained common throughout the Late Bronze Age all over mainland Greece. \[^{168}\]

5.2. The way of practicing the potter’s wheel

Our macroscopic and microscopic observations on pots coming from both Laconia and the Argolid demonstrate that both painted and unpainted Mycenaean pottery at least from LH IIB up to LH IIIC Early was made by the wheel-coiling technique. Contrary to the traditional discourse, which used to correlate the mass production of Mycenaean pottery with the throwing of clay lumps, there is no sign for wheelthrown vessels among the material we studied. Wheelmade pots including a wide spectrum of wares and shapes from painted and monochrome to plain vessels and from bowls and conical cups to kylikes and alabastra were mostly manufactured by coils fashioned with the help of RKE. This probably allows the hypothesis that at least by the beginning of the palatial period and until 1200 BCE (LH IIIA1–IIIB Final) a common basic manufacturing technology fusing coiling with the potter’s wheel was widespread.

The prevailing character of the wheel-coiling technique among the material of Ayios Vasilieos and the presence of the same technique within the pottery found at Tiryns and Tall Zi’ra’s suggest the existence of common contexts of apprenticeship ensuring the learning and the transmission of specific technical knowledge in production over time and space. This inference is also supported by the identification of one common and dominant way of mastering the potter’s wheel both in Laconia and in the Argolid. The most frequently applied forming technique at Ayios Vasilieos is method 3 of Roux’s classification system. The occurrence of the same method among the examined material produced in the northern and the southern Argolid should not be considered as ‘accidental’. This method determines two similar chaînes opératoires in Laconia (LAC 1) and in the Argolid (ARG 1), which share after all the same “technical logic”: the mastery and exploitation of the potter’s wheel in the forming process from the early manipulation of the roughout stage onwards. Method 3 appears to have been also in Crete the most frequent way of practicing the wheel and by LM IA it dominated the technological spectrum of both small and medium to large vessels. \[^{169}\] It seems that we can observe the same phenomenon also in the subsequent Mycenaean pottery production.

In this regard, one should note that according to the experimental data collected by Roux and Courty and enriched by Jeffra, wheel-coiling method 3 seems to be the most difficult way of exploiting RKE within coiling. It presupposes

\[^{163}\] Thomas 2011b.

\[^{164}\] Kaza-Papageorgiou and Kardamaki 2018. The colour slipped and burnished/unburnished pottery wares from Kontopigado include both handmade and wheel-shaped closed vessels. The open shapes are probably wheelmade. At Athens the Acropolis burnished ware (LH IIB/LH IIIA1) is reportedly wheelmade (Mountjoy 1981, 51).

\[^{165}\] Kardamaki 2017.

\[^{166}\] Catling 2009, Figs. 87.ET8; 88.ET10; 102.ET79. Also, the majority of the button-based cooking jugs are handmade

\[^{167}\] In a small LH IIIA2 Early refuse deposit 4.3\% of all diagnostic features and 1.8\% of all rims are from handmade closed vessels (Kardamaki 2017, 88, Tab. 3). Also, in the Menelaion the handmade traditions seem to cease during LH IIIA2 (Catling 2009).

\[^{168}\] Lis 2016, 499 and Fig. 6.

\[^{169}\] Jeffra 2013, 38–43.
highly skilled potters and also appears to be the most efficient in terms of time requirements.\textsuperscript{170} This observation, when integrated with the discussion of intensification of Mycenaean pottery production, could contribute to a better understanding of the adoption and spread of this wheel-coiling method in the Peloponnesse.

Our study supports the idea that a shared craft behaviour is characteristic of pottery production in Laconia and in the Argolid. This craft behaviour is founded on motor and cognitive skills of high technical specialization implying the adoption of complex gestures mediated by RKE. Its origins go back at least to LH IIB when the first goblets of Ayios Vasileios were made by the wheel-coiling method and continued throughout LH IIIA into LH IIIC Early, when the same method was still in use in both Laconia and the Argolid. From this perspective, the products of the identified chaînes opératoires LAC 1 and ARG 1 can be considered as the manifestation of a well-established standardized and widespread technical knowledge specific to potting communities, the members of which were trained in a common technological tradition that originated from similar models of learning.\textsuperscript{171} This allows us to infer the existence of socio-economic structures (a) enabling the local/regional development of networks of apprentice-
ship that would ensure the long period of learning and the transmission of a specific know-how and (b) resulting in the training of specialist potters who would adopt a distinct set of potting habits for producing a well-defined range of morpho-stylistic types.

5.3. Standardization and variability in local potting practices

Our technological study sheds light on phenomena of technological variability as well as of standardization at the local and inter-community levels. Especially the extended analysis of the pottery from Ayios Vasileios provided an excellent example that allowed us to explore the wheel-based potting practices in the micro-scale of pottery production and to reconstruct the local modalities of appropriation of the relevant manufacturing technology. As mentioned above, pottery production at Ayios Vasileios is mainly articulated around the chaîne opératoire LAC 1 enacted by the wheel-coiling method 3. Interestingly, this chaîne is associated with a wide spectrum of fine table-ware shapes and encompasses, without distinction, both painted, plain and monochrome vessels whereas it produces some cooking pots too (see Tab. 6). This homogeneous assemblage in terms of wheel mastery suggests the same craft behaviour behind pots with different ‘function’ in consumption habits. It is this standardized craft behaviour that accounts for the presence of standardized products in terms of the specific technological choices involved. On the one hand, the ways of applying the wheel-coiling method 3 appear similar among the different shapes. The coils are joined on the wheel with probably fluctuating speeds or by non-constant continuous pressures, as is suggested by the

Fig. 43 Tiryns. Fine painted (1, 5), plain (2–3) and cooking (4) ware: (01) 9Ti; (2) Ti18; (03) Ti22; (04) Ti21; (5) Ti11. Scale 1:3 (drawings: 1 by R. Tsembera and 2–5 by E. Kardamaki)
systematic presence of clusters of horizontally aligned voids over microstructures strongly deformed by RKE. On the other hand, operations such as wiping the surfaces with the help of RKE and detaching the vessels when the wheel is still rotating are the most frequent potting practices in the manufacture of many shapes. The homogeneity of gestural movements and of operational sequences identified in the fashioning of the abundant kylikes and conical cups is also suggestive of common practices spread over the production. They reveal the ‘boundaries’ of a prevailing potting community at Ayios Vasileios that undertakes the main production of wheelmade pots through the adoption and the maintenance of a well-embedded wheel-based technological tradition.

However, indicators of technological variability are also present among the products of the chaîne LAC 1. Our study has shown that a small portion of the pots made by the wheel-coiling method 3 incorporate different potting practices especially in the formation of the bases (e.g. flattened slabs, coils) and in finishing operations (scraping the surfaces on the wheel and shaping the bases when the pots stands upside-down, RKE wiping and detachment of vessels while rotating). This internal diversity reveals the idiosyncratic character of the involved craft behaviours and probably suggests different production entities belonging to the same wider technological tradition.

The most prominent example of technological variability in the material examined is, however, the observed deviation from the standardized craft behaviours of wheel-coiling method 3. This deviation is expressed through the presence of the chaîne opératoire LAC 2, which stands at the margins of the dominant chaîne LAC 1. LAC 2 implies a different degree of RKE mastery and involves the application of specific motor skills, divergent to those involved in LAC 1. The occasional use of chaîne LAC 2 and hence of the wheel-coiling method 1 in the manufacture of table-ware shapes that are, in parallel, massively produced by the method 3 underlines a kind of differentiation in craft behaviours associated with the production of wheelmade pots. This differentiation concerns exclusively the way of mastering the potter’s wheel and hence the degree of specialization of the learned gestures. The restricted and non-systematic presence of the chaîne LAC 2 – identified in only 25 among 169 wheelmade vessels and fragments – suggests an elementary and less-demanding mastery of the potter’s wheel that could point to the existence of a marginal potting community. If we acknowledge that different motor and cognitive skills are representative of potters coming
from differentiated learning environments and thus from different milieus of apprenticeship,\textsuperscript{172} then we should consider the coexistence of chaînes LAC 1 and LAC 2 as evidence for two potting communities. The latter seem to practice the wheel in a different way but participate in the same context of production serving the same consumption demands. If this is true, the potters of the chaîne LAC 2 would be in contact with the potters of the chaîne LAC 1, sharing with them not only the knowledge of the potter’s wheel but also the same intentions in production. This allows us to consider the two underlying communities as being inter-connected through certain relations (e. g. relations through apprenticeship? coexistence of experts with other production units?).

The existence of different potting communities in central Laconia is best demonstrated on the example of the cooking pottery (but also other local wares such as the gritty hydrias).\textsuperscript{173} It is worth mentioning that up to LH IIIA1/LH IIIA2 almost half of the cooking pottery consumed at Ayios Vasileios belongs to handmade cooking jugs with narrow button bases, the latter continuing from the MH period.\textsuperscript{174} Next to these, a small assemblage of cooking pots is produced on the potter’s wheel, with different wheel-coiling methods. On the one hand, the extremely marginal chaîne LAC 3 encompasses a single locally made cooking tripod that is related to Kytheran and Cretan pottery traditions (see Fig. 26)\textsuperscript{175}. This chaîne differs from both the chaînes LAC 1 and LAC 2 in terms of RKE mastery: it implicates the use of a rotary device (or even a simple turntable) only to regularize the preform of a pot, previously made by a hand-forming technique (variant of wheel-coiling method 1), and reveals a very low degree of technical specialisation in RKE gestures. The discrete and unique character of the pottery produced through this way in LAC 3 indicated a differentiated craft behaviour, which is largely founded on hand-building forming practices. On the other hand, cooking pots were also produced by the wheel-coiling method 3: a small group of rims and one base belonging to cooking pottery has been made with LAC 1 (see Tab. 6; Figs. 1f and 15c). These vessels show the same fabric as the tripod of LAC 3 (like 276AV/ XRAY sample 18) but as they often come from the upper part of the vessel, it is not possible to say whether they come from tripods or from flat based cooking jugs. In light of this, the salient divergences of the chaîne LAC 3 from chaîne LAC 1 and LAC 2 in both morpho-stylistic and technical terms allows us the hypothesis that a distinct production unit trained in a different wheel-based technological tradition is in action and is engaged in particular tasks in the production of cooking pottery.

Overall, the different aspects of technological variability within the pottery production at or around Ayios Vasileios, which in other respects present standardized technical features, may relate to multiple factors. These may have been local ways of organizing the learning of the potter’s wheel and the networks of apprenticeship, random production, but also other economic factors suggesting the involvement of more than one specialist with different manufacturing habits. Moreover, the diversity in both the typology and the manufacture of pottery, which involves both wheel- and hand-forming methods, may possibly indicate a division in the organization of production where several potting communities, originating from different contexts of apprenticeship, coexist for producing different kind of pottery and serving different consumption habits.

5.4. Regional differences

The study of the selected assemblage from Tiryns and Tall Zirā’a has shown that the potters producing at least a portion of the wheelmade pots in the Argolid participated in the same technological tradition as the dominant potting community at Ayios Vasileios did. Both originated from comparable contexts of apprenticeship. The prevailing use of the wheel-coiling method 3 as well as the associated potting practices involved in the manufacturing process of the Argive pots (chaîne ARG 1) are features which resemble those of the predominant Laconian craft behaviour. They thus suggest the spread of a standardized craft behaviour and hence the transmission of a well-defined way of producing pottery in the potting communities that worked in these different parts of the Peloponnesse.

However, there are some differences between the two studied regions that point to local characteristics in the organization of production and the ways of appropriating the potter’s wheel:

\textsuperscript{172} See note 36.

\textsuperscript{173} See also Lis 2017 for the Menelaion.

\textsuperscript{174} KARDAMAKI 2017, Fig. 6,95; 7,114–115.

\textsuperscript{175} The examination of manufacturing techniques among imported classes of pottery from Kythera and Crete will be presented in a separate study.
(a) Both at Ayios Vasileios and Tiryns the chain of method 3 (ARG 1, LAC 1) encompasses, apart from fine table wares, also cooking wares. This means that the early exploitation of RKE in the forming process – implying a highly specialized know-how – is extended over a wider range of morpho-stylistic types. This could be evidence that specialist potters mastering the wheel in the Argolid produced not one, but many different pottery classes. How- ever, contrary to Tiryns, at Ayios Vasileios part of the cooking assemblage was made with a variant of wheel-method 1 (cooking tripod of LAC 3) suggesting a different potting community in Laconia trained in a differentiated technological tradition.

(b) Whereas at Ayios Vasileios, we have so far identified a common way of finalizing the kylikes, this is not the case in the Argolid, where two different coexisting finishing operations have been recognized among the finds from Tiryns: (i) shaping a dome underneath the disc base when the pots stand upside-down on the wheel, as in the case of Ayios Vasileios, and (ii) removing the pot while rotating with a string, as in the case of conical cups from Ayios Vasileios and elsewhere. The coexistence of two different potting practices reflects divergent habits in manufacture. This variability possibly implies the labor of potters possessing the same expertise in the mastery of the wheel, but who differed in certain manufacturing habits. Interestingly kylikes involving the finishing operation ii become rare in the early postpalatial period.

(c) Finally, the most salient difference between the Argive and Laconian wheelmade pottery is an invisible manufacturing feature, which has been identified only in the X-Ray images of pots that are macroscopically identical in terms of technical traces. Contrary to the finds from Ayios Vasileios, the northern and southern Argive pots found at Tall Zirā’a are characterized by highly homogenized roughouts (meaning the total absence of horizontal voids and presence only of diagonal ones), which probably resulted from the effective impact of RKE during the joining of the coils. However, those highly homogenized roughouts might also be the effect of using the wheel-coiling method 4. Although it is difficult to assess the exact reasons of this technical differentiation at the present stage of our research, the fact that this crucial feature is omnipresent among the examined Argive material, allows us to trace out a distinct community of potters. Especially if these potters applied the wheel-coiling method 4 – a method requiring a wheel reaching higher speeds to be effective –, then we should consider that another way of exploiting RKE, that means a different technical knowledge of mastering the wheel, was in use.

6. Conclusions

As a result of our study we can confirm that the degree of typological homogeneity characteristic for the majority of Mycenaean ceramics – at least regarding plain and painted fine wares – is matched by an inter-regionally shared technological know-how in its manufacture on the potter's wheel. More specifically, we were able to prove the prevailing use of wheel-coiling method 3 (according to Roux’s classificatory system) at least in those workshops, which in Laconia and in the Argolid worked for the palaces from LH IIIA1 until the end of the palace period. In addition, the LH IIIC Early vessels from Tiryns demonstrate that this technological knowledge did not get lost with the breakdown of the Mycenaean palace economy. To establish that the underlying networks of common apprenticeship started to function in Laconia already in LH IIA, as has been suggested for the NE Peloponnese, more research is necessary. Regarding Ayios Vasileios – and probably central Laconia – wheelmade Mycenaean pottery (plain and painted) in LH IIA represents only a small fraction of the overall production.

176 See Gilstrap et al. 2016 for Athens. The petrographic analyses on pottery of various wares from Kontopigado and other Attic and Saronic sites suggested the existence of a workshop that manufactured variously the same clay sources for the production of different wares from bath tubs to cooking pots and fine wares.

177 At Ayios Vasileios, the only vessel shape showing this technique is the conical cup. It never occurs on kylikes.

178 Roux 2017, 114.

179 For wheel made burnished and light coloured goblets in LH I and LH IIA at Korakou and elsewhere in the NE Peloponnese as well as in eastern Attica see Dietz 1980; Maran 1992, 130–131. In LH I Korakou most of the pottery seems to be handmade (David 1979, 238). For the Argolid and Tsoungiza in Nemea respectively see Dietz 1991 and Rutter 2015.
Although further investigation is needed, our studies at Ayios Vasileios shows that the fading of entirely handmade table wares took place in central Laconia gradually between LH IIA and LH IIIA2. Until LH IIA, the MH III-style gritty handmade pottery continued but its production was restricted mainly to specific closed shapes after LH IIA. From LH IIB onwards pottery production underwent a major change when pottery assemblages at Ayios Vasileios began to consist largely of standard wheelmade fine pottery, indicating the formation of distinct communities of potters, specialised in the potter’s wheel and reaching a high level of expertise.

We were able to show that parallel to the mastery of the wheel-coiling method 3, other wheel-based techniques – more specifically method 1 according to Roux – were in use in specific regions in Greece. They were applied in the manufacture of certain vessel classes such as kylikes and conical cups as well as cooking pots even in the palace centers themselves, thus pointing to the existence of various potting communities learning and mastering the potter’s wheel in a different way.

Finally, we were able to show that not even the palatial workshops of the Argolid, in which mass production for Aegean and overseas export was developed and the labor organization of which must have been the most advanced in Mycenaean Greece, practiced the wheel-throwing technique. However, these workshops did possibly develop (or at least apply) a variant of wheel-coiling method 3 – if not method 4 –, which on present knowledge was not available to the workshops at Ayios Vasileios. The adoption and dominance of this specific technique in the Argive workshops may have been related to a specialized potters’ community working for the palace(s) of Mycenae (and Tiryns). This technique may then have enabled those workshops to achieve the quantitatively quite remarkable output of painted fine wares of constantly high quality that found so many consumers in the Aegean and all around the eastern Mediterranean. In other words, the way in which these potters mastered their means of production was especially suited to the needs of the palace economy in the 14th and 13th centuries BCE. While in the palatial mode of production, the wheel-coiling technique of method 3 was in general use for producing painted and unpainted fine and cooking wares at least in the Peloponnesse, its advanced Argive variety (method 4?) might theoretically have offered certain advantages for making pottery export one of the most recognizable features of the Mycenaean economy. Future research will show whether or not this remarkable geographical coincidence of specialized production for export and specific wheel-coiling method is an example of cause and effect. In this respect it will be interesting to investigate if the method identified in the Argolid was also practiced in other Greek regions. Whatever the answer, it becomes clear that the use of the potter’s wheel in the Mycenaean world appears to be a complex technological phenomenon involving different potting communities that participated in the social organization of palatial pottery production.
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181 Furthermore, hand-built pottery also continued to be in use in certain regions, which, however, is not our concern in this paper.

182 Although we do not know the Argive workshops themselves, their products allow certain indirect inferences about the quantitative and qualitative level their production had reached in comparison to palatial workshops in other Greek regions. Only the Argive potter’s workshops produced large quantities of painted pots for export; the share of pattern-painted pottery they produced was higher than in other regions; they were the workplaces of more painting schools specialized in pictorial pottery than was the case in the regions of other LH IIIA2 – IIIB Middle palaces.

183 The inter-regional picture might change, when more pots from the northwestern Peloponnesse will have been investigated for instance.
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